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ABSTRACT
Cocoa nibs are a rich source of polyphenols, especially flavanols. Cocoa shells, generally
considered a by-product of cocoa processing, have low economic value. Previous research has
focused on the polyphenols that can be extracted directly from nibs with aqueous-organic
solvents, the so-called “free” forms. In grains, fruits, coffee beans, and nuts, many phenolic
compounds exist in significant amounts bound to plant fibers through ester and ether bonds. Since
cocoa fiber has been shown to have antioxidant capacity, and cocoa shell is a rich source of
dietary fiber, it was hypothesized that both cocoa nib and shell contain bound phenolics.
This study aimed to identify and quantify the bound phenolic compounds in both cocoa
nib and shell. In addition, the effects of the industrial cocoa processing operations, alkalization
and roasting, on the phenolic content in cocoa beans were investigated.
Raw Trinitario cocoa beans were alkalized for 0, 60, or 120 minutes. They were then
dried and roasted for 30 minutes at 110, 130, or 150 °C. This 3 x 3 experimental design allowed
analyses of both main factor and interaction effects. The nib and shell were then separated, each
component was ground, and the pH and color measured. The shell and nib powders were defatted,
and the free phenolics were extracted. Bound phenolics were liberated by alkaline hydrolysis with
NaOH and extracted in a manner analogous to the free phenolics. Analyses by HPLC coupled
with UV and electrochemical (ECD), and UPLC coupled with mass spectrometry (MS/MS)
detections were conducted to identify and quantify the major phenolic compounds in each
fraction. Principal component analysis (PCA), multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA),
analysis of variance (ANOVA), and quadratic regression were used to analyze the phenolic
profile.
Three flavonoids, (-)-epicatechin, (+)-catechin, and quercetin, and five phenolic acids, 4hydroxybenzoic, protocatechuic, chlorogenic, p-coumaric, and ferulic acids, were identified and
iii

quantified in free and bound forms. For non-alkalized cocoa roasted at 110°C, the total phenolic
content (TPC) of the free fractions (70.9 mg gallic acid equivalents [GAE]/g defatted nib and
18.85 mg GAE/g defatted shell) was close to literature values, and the shell contained higher
bound TPC (61.34 mg GAE/g) than the nib (47.75 mg GAE/g). These non-alkalized cocoa beans
roasted at 110°C contained 116.31 µg/g and 164.08 µg/g of bound (-)-epicatechin, and 125.72
µg/g and 115.28 µg/g of bound (+)-catechin in nib and shell, respectively. The majority of
phenolic acids were in bound forms in both cocoa nib and shell, and, the most abundant bound
phenolic acids in nib was 4-hydroxybenzoic acid (397.11 µg/g), whereas in the shell, it was
protocatechuic acid (363.03 µg/g). There were significant differences in phenolic contents
between free and bound fractions, nib and shell fractions, and water soluble and water insoluble
fractions. Alkalization and roasting had significant effects on TPC, (-)-epicatechin, and (+)catechin contents in nib in free fractions, but not in their bound fractions suggesting that these
bound phenolics were likely less vulnerable during alkalization and roasting. Specific effects of
alkalization and roasting on other phenolic compounds were specific to each particular compound
and to each fraction (i.e., nib vs. shell, free vs. bound, and water soluble vs. insoluble extract
fractions).
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INTRODUCTION
Demand for cocoa (derived from seeds of Theobroma cacao L.) is growing all around the
world. Cocoa is an ingredient in many palatable foods and drinks, and has been reported to have
health benefits upon consumption, including antioxidant capacity, anti-inflammatory activity, and
cardio-protective effects (Ding et al. 2006). Research has revealed that polyphenols in the freely
extractable form in cocoa nib and fiber in cocoa shell may contribute to these health benefits
(Ramos et al. 2008; Rimbach et al. 2009; Sánchez et al. 2010; Nsor-Atindana et al. 2012).
However, there are still gaps in our knowledge of the constituents that may be
responsible for these health benefits. The existence of phenolic compounds that are not freely
extractable, being bound to cell wall etc., in other plants, such as grains, fruits, legumes, nuts, and
coffee beans (Shahidi and Yeo 2016), should stimulate investigation of these so-called bound
phenols in cocoa since cocoa is consumed as a whole food. In some cases, the observed health
benefits of cocoa phenolics have been related to the cocoa fiber (Lecumberri et al. 2007; QuirósSauceda et al. 2014), and since phenolics may be bound to this fiber (Comert and Gokmen 2017),
the health benefits elicited by fiber may be due in part to these constituents as well as the
carbohydrate itself. Therefore, research on bound phenolics in cocoa is worthwhile and may help
to further our understanding of the mechanism by which cocoa products are beneficial to health.
Research into the phenolic content of cocoa shell may add value to what is presently a processing
by-product.
While research into the effects of industrial processes, such as fermentation, drying,
roasting, and alkalization, on the free polyphenols in cocoa has been conducted, the influence on
bound phenolic compounds in cocoa upon processing has not been studied.
The cocoa industry is a lucrative business with burgeoning demand. Innovative product
ideas require further understanding of the nature of cocoa. Therefore, this study aims to elucidate
xv

a more comprehensive profile of free and bound phenolic compounds in cocoa, and investigate
how alkalization and roasting influence them. This research will aid further studies on the health
benefits of cocoa, assist in the optimization of processing conditions, and increase the utilization
of cocoa shell by adding value.

xvi

Chapter 1

Literature Review

1.1 Global Cocoa Industry and Consumption
Cocoa-based products are a global business. Cocoa beans are a major input to the
confectionery industry, with global consumption of cocoa exceeding 3 million metric tons per
year (World Cocoa Foundation 2014). There is an increasing demand for cocoa products in
developing countries with growing household incomes. Consumers in the mature markets of
developed countries have growing needs for diverse flavored cocoa-based products as a result of
changes in consumers’ taste preference and a desire for new products (Afoakwa 2014). In 2015,
retail sales of chocolate were about $101 billion globally and $22.4 billion in the U.S.; on
average, each U.S. consumers consumed 5.5 kg chocolate in 2015 (Statista 2015). According to
the World Cocoa Foundation (2011), the chocolate industry is a key consumer of other important
agricultural products such as sugar, milk, and nuts; an additional $1 to $2 worth of agricultural
goods are used for every $1 worth of cocoa imported. While Europe and America historically
have been the traditional cocoa consuming regions (~83%, as of 2010/2011), between 2003 and
2011 cocoa products have rapidly gained in popularity in Asia (increased consumption by 50% or
188,000 tons) and Africa (increased consumption by 74% or 54,000 tons) (Afoakwa 2014).

1.2 Physical Composition of Cocoa
Cocoa beans are the seeds of the cacao tree (Theobroma cacao L.) typically 4 to 10
meters tall, and grown in tropical regions within 15 to 20 degrees latitude south and north of the
1

equator (Afoakwa 2014; World Cocoa Foundation 2014). The seeds are within a pod-like fruit,
and surrounded by a white, slimy, but sweet pulp (Cuatrecasas 1964). A mature pod contains 30
to 50 cocoa beans, and each bean is physically composed of a shell (10% to 14% dry weight of a
bean), a nib or cotyledon (86% to 90%), and a small germ (Afoakwa 2014).

1.2.1 Cocoa Nib
The cocoa nib is the most valuable component of the cocoa bean as it is the raw
ingredient for the production of chocolate and related confectionery products. Depending on
growing conditions and variety, roasted cocoa nibs consist of 48-57% cocoa butter, which has
numerous applications in the food industry, 11-16% protein, 6-9% starch, ~6.2% tannins, 2-5%
moisture, ~4.1% pectin, 2.6-4.2% ash, 2.1-3.2% crude fiber, ~1.9% cellulose, 0.8-1.4%
theobromine, and 0.1-0.7% caffeine (Minifie 1989). Cocoa nibs are ground to yield cocoa liquor
or mass. The cocoa liquor can then be pressed to yield cocoa butter (the lipid fraction) and cocoa
powder (containing 10-12% lipid) which are the residual solids (Dyer 2003).

1.2.2 Cocoa Shell
The shell accounts for 10 – 16% of the cocoa bean weight (Afoakwa 2014), and is
generally considered a waste product due in part to concerns about the possible presence of heavy
metals, mycotoxins, and pesticides (Bernaert and Ruysscher 2016). Cocoa shells are used mainly
as garden mulch (Beckett 2009), as a secondary source of caffeine and theobromine, or simply
burnt for fuel (Arlorio et al. 2005). However, there is effort underway to develop value-added
uses for cocoa bean shells, for example as a source of dietary fiber and antioxidants (Bradbury
and Kopp 2006). Cocoa shells contains 24.2-30.8% insoluble dietary fiber, 13.1-18.6% soluble
2

dietary fiber, 17-21.4% cellulose, 12.5-16.1% crude protein, 9.7-12% ash, 3.6-7.8% moisture 1.83% fat, 0.85-1.4% starch, 0.2-1.3% theobromine, and 0.04-0.3% caffeine (Minifie 1989; Bonvehí
and Benería 1998).
Increasing attention has been directed toward cocoa shell for its potential value, and
already several patents exist describing the potential use of the shell. For example, an acidified
ethanol extract from the shell was invented to obtain berry-like taste and characteristic color for
soft drinks (Eggen 1979). Another patent describes the extraction of gamma-aminobutyric acid
(GABA), a neurotransmitter that has calming properties, from the cocoa shell (Pleasants 2012).
Recently, Barry Callebaut, obtained a patent on how to properly process cocoa shell powder for
industrial use (Bernaert and Ruysscher 2016). Furthermore, a study that was published this year
has shown that cocoa shell can be converted into environmentally friendly bioelastomers (Tran et
al. 2017).

1.3 Phenolic Compounds Found in Cocoa

1.3.1 Phenolic Profile (Free Form) and Structure
Cocoa Nib
Phenolic compounds are widely-occurring phytochemicals that have many functions in
plants, provide potential health benefits to consumers, and are important contributors to the oral
sensory properties of foods such as chocolate, tea, and wine (Kim and Keeney 1983; Lee et al.
2003; Jaganath and Crozier 2010; Martin et al. 2013). Cocoa is a rich source of phenolic
compounds; depending on the variety, the fraction of cocoa bean phenolics (free form) can be 6
to 18% of total bean weight (Kim and Keeney 1984; Wollgast and Anklam 2000a; Ferrazzano et
al. 2009). Recent research on phenolic components of cocoa has focused largely on the free
3

polyphenols in cocoa, which can be directly extracted with aqueous-organic solvents. In contrast,
comparatively little research has examined the phenolic compounds in cocoa that are bound to
cell structures. The data presented in this section refers only to the free form of phenolic
compounds in cocoa. Cocoa has been shown to contain more total phenolics (611 mg gallic acid
equivalence (GAE) /serving) than some well-known phenolic sources like black tea (124 mg
GAE/serving), green tea (165 mg GAE/serving) and red wines (340 mg GAE/serving) (Lee et al.
2003).
Cocoa is a rich source of flavonoids. Flavonoids in raw cocoa primarily consist of
proanthocyanidin oligomers and polymers (~58 to 60% of total polyphenols in cocoa),
proanthocyanidin monomers (~37%), and anthocyanins (~4%) (Dreosti 2000; Wollgast and
Anklam 2000a). Cocoa flavonoids also contain small amounts of flavanones and flavones (Ortega
et al. 2008; Oracz et al. 2015). Free phenolic acids are also present in cocoa in small amounts
(Ortega et al. 2008; Oracz et al. 2015). Structures of common monomers, dimers and trimers of
flavanols in cocoa are shown in Figure 1.1. While flavanols, the major polyphenol in cocoa,
account for about 30 mg/g cocoa powder, flavonols (0.3 mg/g) and phenolic acids (0.63 mg/g) are
also present although at lower levels (Vitaglione et al. 2013). Several studies have identified
small amounts of flavanoids such as quercetin, naringenin, apigenin, and kaempferol in cocoa nib
(Sanchez-Rabaneda et al. 2003; Ortega et al. 2008; Oracz et al. 2015). Small amounts of phenolic
acids, such as hydroxybenzoic, vanillic, caffeic, syringic, ferulic, coumaric, cinnamic,
chlorogenic, and protocatechuic acids, were also found in cocoa nib, ranging from 3 to 478 µg/g
extract (Sanchez-Rabaneda et al. 2003; Ortega et al. 2008; Oracz et al. 2015). Structures of some
phenolic acids found in cocoa are shown in Figure 1.2.

4

Cocoa Shell
Cocoa shell, although considered a by-product, also contains phenolic compounds and
has been shown to have antioxidant capacity (Abeysinghe and Kumari 2011; Martínez et al. 2012;
Nsor-Atindana et al. 2012). A limited number of studies have been done to quantify the
antioxidant capacity and phenolic content of cocoa shell. Arlorio et al. (2001) determined that
cocoa shell contained 18 mg catechin equivalence/g shell. Arlorio et al. (2005) later employed
supercritical CO2 extraction of cocoa shell and identified the major phenolics as epicatechin
(2753 ppm, or 2.75 mg/g) and 4-hydroxybenzoic acid (2252 ppm, or 2.25 mg/g) with HPLC. A
patent filed by Kraft Foods utilized 50% methanol to extract a comparable amount (19 mg
polyphenol/g cocoa shell) (Bradbury and Kopp 2006). A later study showed 5.78%
polyphenol/dry mass in cocoa shell, of which 23% were water soluble polyphenols and 77% are
insoluble condensed tannin (Lecumberri et al. 2007).
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Figure 1.1: Structures of major cocoa monomeric and oligomeric flavanols (procyanidins with DP
2 and DP 3)(Natsume et al. 2000; Oracz et al. 2015)
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1.3.2 Varietal Difference in Cocoa Phenolics
The phenolic content and profile of cocoa differ between varieties, growing origins,
growing conditions (temperature, nutrient availability, humidity, fertilizer usage, etc.), and
processing approaches (Niemenak et al. 2006; Chang et al. 2009). There are four main cultivar
groups of cacao: Criollo, Forastero, Nacional, and Trinitario (a hybrid of Criollo and Forastero)
(Bendich et al. 2013; Beckett et al. 2017). Clapperton et al. (1994) have demonstrated that the
phenolic content in these four varieties can differ by up to 4-fold. For example, it has been shown
that Forastero from Ecuador has significantly more (-)-epicatechin and caffeic acid derivatives
than Forastero from Ghana, Criollo from Grenada, and Trinitario from Trinidad (Jalil and Ismail
2008; Caligiani et al. 2010). Furthermore, Niemenak et al. (2006) argued that cocoa beans from
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different genetic clones contain different levels of phenolic compounds; this study on 19 cacao
clones showed that (+)-catechin content varied from 125 mg/kg to 1,442 mg/kg, and (-)epicatechin varied from 14,435 mg/kg to 43,903 mg/kg. Therefore, when interpreting cocoa
phenolic contents, it is important to keep this variation in mind.

1.3.3 Methods of Cocoa Phenolics Extraction
Extraction of “Free” Phenolic Compounds
Cocoa samples are usually defatted prior to phenolic extraction to prevent lipid
interference with extraction efficiency (Carrillo et al. 2013; Machonis et al. 2014). With or
without acidification (e.g. acetic acid), a pure organic solvent or a combination of organic
solvents and water are commonly used to extract phenolic compounds (Wollgast and Anklam
2000). The most commonly employed solvents in cocoa phenolics extraction are ethanol and
water (70:30), acetone and water (70:30 or 75:25), and methanol and water (50:50 to 95:5)
(Waterhouse et al. 1996; Jonfia-Essien et al. 2008; Schinella et al. 2010). Utilizing different
solvents with an appropriate range of polarities improves extraction of wider types of phenolic
compounds. There is no best extraction solvent in practice and solvent differences can lead to
different phenolic profiles. It is therefore important to compare phenolic profiles on samples that
are extracted the same way.
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1.4 Bound Phenolics

1.4.1 Overview of the Need of Bound Phenolics Research
There are a large number of studies on plant phenolic compounds, most of which are
related to the phenolics in the so-called “free” form, i.e. those that can be extracted directly with
aqueous-organic solvents (Wollgast and Anklam 2000a; Sadilova et al. 2007; Bruna et al. 2009).
Many plants have bound phenolic compounds that need to be liberated from the plant material to
be extracted, and often the amount of bound phenolics (especially phenolic acids) exceeds that of
free phenolics in many plant materials (Nardini et al. 2002). The many phenolic acids in
consumable plants are bound to cell wall structure components by covalent bonds. For example,
hydroxybenzoic acids are ester-linked to structural carbohydrates and ether-linked to lignin
(Acosta-Estrada et al. 2014).
However, there is a lack of research on cocoa phenolics in the bound form. Since cocoa is
consumed as a whole food rather than as an extract like tea or coffee, it is important to study the
bound phenolics in cocoa. Since they are bound mainly to the components of dietary fiber, they
may elicit a different health effect from that of free phenolics. Bound phenolics may not be
directly bioavailable in the classic sense (absorbed), but may influence and be influenced by the
intestinal microbiome, especially if they reach the colon unchanged (Nardini et al. 2002).

1.4.2 Bound Phenolics in Plants
Bound phenolics appear widely in plants and plant materials, such as coffee beans, nuts,
grains, legumes, fruit peels, shells, and pomace, and are associated with cell wall materials like
fiber and lignin (Quirós-Sauceda et al. 2014; Alasalvar and Bolling 2015). Most published studies
on bound phenolics in plants have examined grains and found a wide range of phenolic acids,
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with ferulic acid being the most abundant (Guo and Beta 2013; Chen et al. 2015). Nuts and coffee
beans also contain bound phenolics. It was found that compared to the free phenolic fractions, the
bound phenolic fractions in various nuts contributed approximately 10 to 93% of total antioxidant
capacity (Pellegrini et al. 2006). For example, a study that analyzed 10 kinds of nuts showed that
macadamia nuts contained a high total phenolic content in the bound fraction (461.7 mg/100g),
but the content was relatively low in the free fraction (36.2 mg/100g) (Yang et al. 2009),
implying that a sample cannot be said to have a low content of phenolic compounds simply when
it shows low levels in the freely extractable form. There is a limited number of studies identifying
the bound phenolics in nuts. Xie et al. (2012) found bound proanthocyanidin monomers and
dimers both at more than double the amount in the free fraction for Butte and Carmel almonds,
which increased total proanthocyanidin content by 3 to 21%. Bound gallic acid (27.4 mg/100g)
and ellagic acid (54.7 mg/100g) were also found in almonds in this study. In coffee products,
chlorogenic, sinapic, caffeic, ferulic, p-coumaric, and 4-hydroxybenzoic acids, were identified in
the bound fraction of spent coffee grounds and brewed coffee, and all existed in larger amounts
than in free phenolic fractions (Monente et al. 2015). The bound phenolic compounds in coffee
were mostly covalently bound to cell structures and some, such as compounds containing caffeic
acid, were likely bound to macromolecules like melanoidins during Maillard reaction by
noncovalent bonding (Monente et al. 2015). The bound phenolic fraction of hazelnut skin was
roughly equal to levels of flavonoid in the free fraction (Taş and Gökmen 2015). Shahidi and Yeo
(2016) explained that the seed coat is made up of tissues like epidermis, palisade, and
parenchyma which have vacuoles and cell walls that usually contain both free and bound
phenolics.
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1.4.3 Current Research on Bound Phenolics in Cocoa
While there has been much research studying bound phenolics in various plants, they
have been relatively less explored in cocoa. A few studies have initiated the investigation of
bound phenolics in cocoa (Tabernero et al. 2006; Hellström et al. 2009; Pérez-jiménez et al. 2009;
Fogliano et al. 2011). One study started by measuring the phenolic content of insoluble dietary
fiber in cocoa (Tabernero et al. 2006). After extraction with acidified methanol and water (50:50),
followed by acetone and water (70:30), the residue was treated with 5% HCl in n-butanol at
100°C for 3 hours to hydrolyze polymerized proanthocyanidins. This extract, referred to as
condensed tannins, yielded 11 to 29 mg/g spectrophotometrically at 555 nm, while the extractable
fraction (free fraction) contained 10 to 18 mg/g by the Folin-Ciocalteu test. Although this study
showed the antioxidant capacity of non-extractable (bound) substances in cocoa, the extraction
solvents (methanol, acetone and water vs. n-butanol) were different between the extractable (free)
and non-extractable (bound) fractions. Thus, the relationship between the amounts of the two
fractions is still obscure. Another study assessed the bioaccessibility of the non-extractable
(bound) fraction of phenolics in cocoa in an in vitro gut model (fermentation in a sequential
culture colonic model system) and the metabolites obtained were identified with LC-MS
(Fogliano et al. 2011). (-)-Epicatechin, (+)-epicatechin gallate, proanthocyanidin oligomers (DP2
to DP4), protocatechuic acid, ferulic acid, caffeic acid, vanillic acid, chlorogenic acid, coumaric
acid, gallic acid, hippuric acid, and other phenolic compounds were identified in the metabolites.
This study served as an important foundation for investigating the bound phenolic profile in
cocoa. A study using thiolysis degradation to liberate the non-extractable (bound)
proanthocyanidins in cocoa measured a total of 36 to 602 mg proanthocyanidins/100 g cocoa
sample, whereas the extractable (free) fraction measured 121 to 857 mg proanthocyanidins/100 g
cocoa samples (Hellström et al. 2009). These previous studies showed that cocoa contained non-
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extractable (bound) substances that elicited antioxidant capacities and may be bioaccessible.
However, there are not enough studies on the further identification of the bound phenolics in
cocoa.

1.4.4 Liberation of Bound Phenolics
According to Shahidi and Yeo (2016), since unextractable phenolics in plants are likely
to be covalently bound to the cell wall by C-C, ester, or ether bonds, hydrolysis is needed to break
these bonds to liberate them. Acid and base hydrolyses are widely used in cleaving bound
phenolics in plants (Hartzfeld et al. 2002; Nwanna and Oboh 2007; Arranz et al. 2009). However,
a number of studies have indicated that base hydrolysis, capable of breaking both ester and ether
bonds, may produce a better yield (Perez-Jimenez and Torres 2011; Acosta-Estrada et al. 2014;
Shahidi and Yeo 2016). For example, Sani et al. (2012) found that in a brown rice matrix, base
hydrolysis yielded caffeic, syringic, protocatechuic, and other acids but acid hydrolysis did not
yield these compounds.
Base hydrolysis is most commonly done with the addition of NaOH ranging from 0.0004
to 0.06 mol/g sample in matrices (using 1.2 to 4 M NaOH, depending on the volume and weight
of samples) at room temperature for 30 min to 4 hours, followed by HCl neutralization or
acidification to pH 2 (Liyana-Pathirana and Shahidi 2006; Nwanna and Oboh 2007; Vinson and
Cai 2012). There is no best hydrolysis approach for all food matrices but care is needed to avoid
extreme low or high pH that could possibly degrade phenolic compounds.
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1.5 Potential Positive Health Impacts of Cocoa Phenolics and Fibers

1.5.1 Bioavailability of Flavanols and Phenolic Acids
Understanding the bioavailability of cocoa phenolic compounds is the basic foundation of
investigating their health benefits. Rios et al. (2002) found that proanthocyanidins (less than DP5
were examined) were stable in a stomach environment and suggested that they may reach the
small intestine intact. Several in vivo studies have shown that mono- and dimeric polyphenols can
be absorbed upon human consumption because they found the existence of epicatechin, catechin
and their dimers in blood or plasma after consuming cocoa (Richelle et al. 1999; Holt et al. 2002).
Monomeric units of proanthocyanidins were shown to be degraded phenolic acids (Gonthier et al.
2003). Phenolic acids such as 3-hydroxybenoic acid, 3-hydrozyphenolpropionic acid, and 3hydroxyhipporic acid were identified as main metabolites from catechin ingestion as in urine
excretion that accounted for total of 45.3 g/100g intact catechin ingested (Gonthier et al. 2003).
For epicatechin, maximal level of 20% of ingested epicatechin was excreted in urine at 2 hours
post-ingestion (Williamson 2009). Proanthocyanidin dimers were also shown to be bioavailable.
For instance, B2 was also found in human plasma with maximal level of 41 nmol/L at 2 hours
post-ingestion of a cocoa beverage (Holt et al. 2002). It was also shown in an in vitro study that
fermenting proanthocyanidin dimers with human microbiota resulted in a decrease of dimer
content but an increase of content of dimer metabolites, such as 3-hydroxybenoizc acid and 3hydroxypropionic acid indicating degradation of dimer in gut (Appeldoorn et al. 2009). Direct
absorption of larger proanthocyanidins (DP>2) is very limited , but these compounds may be
metabolized by colonic microbiota or through reactions with the gut lumen into lower molecular
weight phenolic acids or non-phenolic aromatic compounds for absorption (Déprez et al. 2000;
Cooper et al. 2008; Crozier et al. 2009).
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Most research on the biological effects of cocoa consumption correlates outcomes with
flavanol content because flavanols were found to account for over 90% of total phenolics in
cocoa (Andres-Lacueva et al. 2008), but this comprises only for the free phenolic fraction. The
significant amount of phenolics in the bound form in other plants suggests that other categories of
phenolic compounds, especially phenolic acids, may exist in the bound form in cocoa. Since
phenolic acids mainly exist in bound forms in plants (Nardini et al. 2002), it is important to
understand the bioavailability of bound phenolic acids in a food matrix. Free phenolics (5 to 10%)
can be absorbed in small intestine, whereas bound phenolics (90-95%) cannot, and pass to the
colon being released via fermentation by microbiota (Adom and Liu 2002; Shahidi and Yeo
2016). For example, in cereal bran, di-ferulic acid that was linked to insoluble cell wall structures
by ester bonds was shown to be absorbed in gastrointestinal tract in rats after liberation by
esterase produced from microflora (Andreasen et al. 2001). Interestingly, in another in vivo study
where organic wheat bran was administered to 66 rats, bound ferulic acid in bran was more
bioavailable than free ferulic acid and showed higher antioxidant capacity in plasma (Rondini et
al. 2004).
In general, phenolic acids can be bioavailable and have potential health benefits,
especially low molecular weight phenolic acids that can be easily absorbed through the gut barrier
(Scalbert et al. 2002). Gallic, p-coumaric, caffeic, sinapic, syringic, protocatechuic, and
hydroxybenzoic acids were shown to have high permeability from fluorescein transport across
Caco-2 cell monolayers (Konishi et al. 2003). Literature regarding health effects of phenolic acids
in cocoa or structurally similar matrices is limited, although some studies have shown health
benefits of phenolic acids in other matrices. For instance, caffeic, ferulic, and chlorogenic acids in
grapes have been shown to have antioxidant capacity and ameliorate oxidation of LDL, which is a
precursor of atherogenesis (Meyer et al. 1998).
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1.5.2 Health Benefits of Cocoa Phenolics
Over the past two decades, there has been considerable interest in the potential health
benefits of cocoa flavanols as being the major phenolic components in cocoa. In short, it has been
shown that cocoa flavanols can improve cardiovascular functions, antioxidant status, insulin
sensitivity, anti-inflammation, anti-carcinogen, and cognitive function (Grassi et al. 2005; Cooper
et al. 2008; Jalil and Ismail 2008; Hii et al. 2009; Gu et al. 2014; Mastroiacovo et al. 2015).
Research focusing on cardiovascular functions includes influence on blood pressure, high/lowdensity lipoprotein (HDL/LDL) levels, and peripheral vasodilation. Grassi et al. (2005) reported
that the systolic blood pressure, over 15 days among the 15 healthy human subjects, was
significantly lower after consuming 100 g dark chocolate containing approximately 500 mg
polyphenols compared to consuming white chocolate which contained no polyphenols (107.5 vs.
113.9 mm Hg). Osakabe et al. (2001) also did a cocoa consumption test in 15 healthy subjects
over 2 weeks. This study found that the LDL oxidation lag time was significantly prolonged (82.8
min with cocoa consumption vs. 67 min with control group, p<0.01). Previous research in our lab
has investigated dietary enzyme inhibitory effects and anti-inflammatory effect of cocoa in high
fat-fed mice. Gu et al. (2011) found that cocoa proanthocyanidins, especially the highly
polymerized proanthocyanidins, were effective in inhibiting pancreatic α–amylase, pancreatic
lipase, and phospholipase A2 in vitro. Gu et al. (2014) also conducted a comparison among lowfat, high-fat, and high-fat with cocoa supplementation diets over two-weeks. The gene expression
in the stromal vascular fraction (such as tumor necrosis factor-α, interlukin-6, Nitric oxide
synthase 2) of high-fat fed obese mice with cocoa supplementation was significantly reduced by
40 to 61% compared to that of high-fat fed mice without cocoa supplementation, which indicated
the anti-inflammatory effects in adipose tissue of obese mice. Cocoa proanthocyanidins were also
shown to inhibit mitogen-activated kinase kinase and membrane type-1-matrix metalloproteinase,
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which might contribute to antiatherosclerotic effect (Lee et al. 2008). Monomeric
proanthocyanidins showed different levels of bioactivity with oligomeric proanthocyanidins. For
instance, Dorenkott et al. (2014) showed that oligomeric cocoa proanthocyanidins were more
effective in weight control, improving impaired glucose tolerance and insulin resistance in a
mouse model. Pedan et al. (2017) showed that oligomeric cocoa proanthocyanidins contributed
higher antioxidant activity than monomeric proanthocyanidins.

1.5.3 Health benefits of Cocoa Fiber
As previously mentioned, bound phenolics are likely to be associated with fiber in plants.
Cocoa shell, especially, is a rich source of dietary fiber (~60% of dry weight) (Lecumberri et al.
2007; Yapo et al. 2013). Nsor-Atindana et al. (2012) showed that cocoa fiber may contribute to
lowering hypoglycemia and cholesterol in vitro. Sánchez et al. (2010) demonstrated in Zucker
fatty rats (a widely used model for genetic obesity) that supplementation of 5% soluble cocoa
fiber helped to decrease food intake, lower weight gain, and reduce insulin resistance. Since
cocoa fiber may contain bound phenolics, observed biological effects may be due to these in
addition to the carbohydrate they are bound to. Recent news (Nieburg 2017) reported that FICAO,
a cocoa fiber ingredient from cocoa shells sterilized without use of chemicals, has potential to be
considered as dietary fiber by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
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1.6 Cocoa Processing and Its Effects on Phenolic Profile
Cocoa beans undergo several post-harvest processing steps, including fermentation,
drying, roasting, and alkalization (optional). These steps allow cocoa beans to develop
characteristic flavors and colors, catering to different application needs.

1.6.1 Fermentation and Drying
Fermentation of cocoa beans is carried out right after harvest, with varying techniques
depending on bean variety, weather, region, and other factors (Beckett 2009). Fresh beans
covered with white pulp are usually heaped in a wooden box or covered by banana leaves for
three to eight days (Thompson et al. 2001; Afoakwa 2014). During fermentation, the pulp is
broken down by enzymes and microorganisms such as anaerobic yeast, and lactic and acetic acid
bacteria, resulting in the reduction of sugars and citric acid and the formation of signature cocoa
colors (brown or purple brown) and flavors (Beckett 2009). Importantly, invertase converts
sucrose to reducing sugars, and peptidase hydrolyzes storage proteins into oligopeptides and
amino acids. These are precursors of Maillard browning in later cocoa process steps. A reduction
in bitterness and astringency also occurs during this process (Beckett 2009), due to a significant
reduction in proanthocyanidin content by activated polyphenol oxidase and tyrosinase during
fermentation (Misnawi et al. 2003). Afterwards, fermented beans are subjected to drying to
decrease the moisture content to about 6% to 7% (Hii et al. 2013).
Kim and Keeney (1984) found that for Trinidad-Jamaican hybrid beans, the amount of
(-)-epicatechin in the nib was reduced by roughly 85% after six days of fermentation. In contrast,
in the shell, (-)-epicatechin increased roughly from 1 to 7 mg/g defatted shell after three days of
fermentation, then dropped to 2 mg/g defatted shell after six days of fermentation (Kim and
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Keeney 1984). The decrease of (-)-epicatechin in the nib and shell after six days may be due to
reactions with polyphenol oxidase and amino acids (Brito et al. 2002). (-)-Epicatechin may have
also undergone polymerization into complex tannins (Roelofsen 1958; Forsyth and Quesnel
1963). The increase in (-)-epicatechin in the shell during the first three days of fermentation may
be explained by the migration of phenolics from the nib to the shell (Forsyth and Quesnel 1963;
Brito et al. 2001). Hii et al. (2013) found that the longer the drying time, the more phenolics were
lost during drying; there was a 23% reduction in phenolic content during drying at 60°C from 12
to 40 hours.

1.6.2 Roasting
Fermented and dried beans are subjected to roasting at 90°C to 170°C for periods ranging
from 2 to 30 min, depending on the equipment, form of cocoa (nib vs. whole bean roasting), etc.
(Afoakwa 2014). Roasting decreases moisture content to ~2%, loosens the shell from the nib,
reduces microbial count, and continues to develop unique cocoa colors and flavors through a
series of chemical changes, such as Maillard browning, acid content reduction, reduction of
polyphenol-protein interaction, and phenolic changes, such as degradation, epimerization, and
polymerization of proanthocyanidins (Minifie 1989; Misnawi et al. 2005; Afoakwa 2014).
Most studies have been done on the effects of roasting on flavanols, the major
polyphenols found in cocoa nibs. These are heat sensitive compounds, and as a result, their total
concentrations tend to decrease during roasting. Jolic et al. (2011) showed a 14% decrease in total
phenolic content upon roasting (140°C to 150°C for 20 min). Time and temperature as two
crucial roasting conditions were investigated to maximize the preservation of total phenol
content. It was found that high temperature short time roasting ended up with relatively higher
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proanthocyanidin content and induced epimerization (occurred at higher temperature) of
epicatechin to catechin than low temperature short time roasting (Ioannone et al. 2015).
A reduction in the amount of (-)-epicatechin but an increase in the amount of (+)catechin as a result of roasting has been consistently reported in many studies (Payne et al. 2010;
Jolic et al. 2011; Kothe et al. 2013; Stanley et al. 2015). Payne et al. (2010) showed that for
fermented Ivory Coast Forastero beans, after a slight increase of (-)-epicatechin content between
25°C (1.69 mg/g) and 60°C (1.80 mg/g), the content continuously decreased from 1.80 mg/g to
0.5 mg/g on continued heating to 120°C, whereas (+)-catechin continuously increased from 0.08
mg/g to 0.52 mg/g (550% increase at 120°C compared to 25°C). Jolic et al. (2011) showed a
26.9% loss of (-)-epicatechin in roasted Ghana Forastero cocoa beans and a 17.9% increase in
(+)-catechin content after roasting at 140°C to 150°C for 20 min. Furthermore, proanthocyanidin
B1 was decreased by 57% and proanthocyanidin B2 by 30% upon roasting in this study. The
authors suggested that this reduction in (-)-epicatechin and increase of (+)-catechin was due to
epimerization of (-)-epicatechin into (+)-catechin during roasting. Ellis et al. (1983) speculated
that the epimerization would be due to ring opening at C-2 of the ring containing oxygen and
reclosing forming the enantiomer.
In addition, Stanley et al. (2015) found that the concentration of proanthocyanidins with
degree of polymerization of 2 to 5 (DP 2-5) decreased as roasting temperature increased (150 to
190°C), while DP 6-7 increased (both DP 6 and 7 had the greatest increase, 280% and 214 %
increase compared to unroasted, respectively, by roasting at 190°C for 40 min). The authors
proposed the possible mechanism of this change being degradation and polymerization of
proanthocyanidins DP 2-5 during roasting. Polymerization of proanthocyanidins was observed in
a study by Ioannone et al. (2015). The concentration of DP 3-5 decreased during roasting and DP
6-10, while initially decreasing, increased as roasting time was prolonged, which demonstrated
that low temperature long time roasting formed high-molecular-weight proanthocyanidins.
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Other roasting conditions, such as humidity and air flow rate also affect the phenolic
content. Żyżelewicz et al. (2016) demonstrated that the phenolic compounds are less subjected to
change with increased relative humidity and with lower air flow rate (0.5 m/s compared to 1 m/s)
at relative humidity of 0.3%. To the best of my knowledge, there is no published research on the
roasting effect on flavonols and phenolic acids in cocoa.

1.6.3 Alkalization
Alkalization, or Dutch processing, is an optional cocoa treatment that darkens cocoa
color, reduces sourness and bitterness, and makes cocoa powder more dispersible in drinks, ice
cream, bakery, and other confectionery applications (Moser 2015). Alkalization increases cocoa
pH to 6.8 to 7.5, and can be done on cocoa nib, liquor, cake, or powder with alkali solution like
potassium carbonate (usually 2.5 to 3 parts/100 parts of nib) (Minifie 1989). The cocoa nib,
liquor, cake, or powder are usually treated with alkali with heat of 85 to 115 °C, and this process
also helps reduce microbial load (Copetti et al. 2011). Chemical reactions occurring during
alkalization are complicated and more than simply reducing acidity. Degradation of phenolics,
reduction of bioaccessibility, epimerization of epicatechin, and polymerization of low-molecularweight proanthocyanidins could also occur. (Afoakwa et al. 2008; ADM Cocoa 2009; Stanley et
al. 2015 ).
Comparing alkalized (up to pH 7.2) and non-alkalized commercial cocoa products in
Spain, Abdres-Lacueva et al. (2008) found mean losses of all flavonoids identified: (-)epicatechin (67%), (+)-catechin (38%) , procyanidin dimer B2 (69%), trimer C1 (67%), tetramer
D (31%), quercetin (86%), quercetin-3-arabinoside (62%), quercetin-3-glucoside (61%), and
quercetin-3-glucuronide (58%). The authors explained that overall, the loss of flavonoid content
was due to phenol oxidization under high pH conditions. However, the alkalization conditions
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(type of alkali, time, temperature, etc.) for the commercial alkalized cocoa products were not
described other than stating 7.2 as the highest pH. Miller et al. (2008) demonstrated linear
decreases of total phenolic content and proanthocyanidins concentrations (monomers, DP2, DP3,
DP 4-6, DP 7-10, DP > 10) as the degree of alkalization (pH) increased, and epimerization of
epicatechin to catechin was promoted during alkalization. Additionally, polymerization of low
DP to higher DP procyanidins may also have occurred during alkalization (ADM Cocoa 2009;
Stanley et al. 2015). While there was an overall decrease in procyanidin DP 2 to DP 7, there was
a slight increase of DP 8 content with increasing alkalization time.

1.7 Cocoa Phenolic Compounds Identification and Quantification Techniques

1.7.1 Folin-Ciocalteu Assay
The Folin-Ciocalteu assay is a widely used test for estimating the total phenolic content
in cocoa (Wollgast and Anklam 2000a; Othman et al. 2007; Belščak et al. 2009). This assay relies
on the reaction between reducing substances in a sample with the Folin-Ciocalteu reagent (active
component: phosphomolybdic-tungstic mixed acid), which generates a blue chromogen and can
be detected spectrophotometrically at wavelength of 745 -765 nm (Peterson 1979; Everette et al.
2010). Calculation of total phenolic content in a sample can be made with an equation from a
calibration curve using a desired phenolic compound as a standard. Gallic acid and (-)-epicatechin
serve as common standards for studies of cocoa phenolics (Natsume et al. 2000; Gu et al. 2011).
One limitation of the Folin-Ciocalteu assay is that it measures the total reducing power of
a sample, not just that of phenolic compounds. Examples of interfering compounds are nitrogen
containing substances, thiols, vitamins, inorganic ions, etc. (Singleton et al. 1965; Ikawa et al.
2003; Everette et al. 2010). The lack of selectivity may lead to overestimation of the amount of
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total phenolics in a sample. To improve the accuracy of the Folin-Ciocalteu assay, purification of
a sample can be done prior to the test to reduce the amount of interfering compounds. In general,
one needs to keep this limitation in mind when interpreting the results of the Folin-Ciocalteu
assay.

1.7.2 High Performance Liquid Chromatography
While gas chromatography is a highly sensitive and efficient separation technique, liquid
chromatography is a more widely used approach to separate compounds such as cocoa phenolics
for identification and quantification because of the limited volatility of most phenolics, and
possible system contamination from pyrolyzed nonvolatile compounds (Nollet 1996). High
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), in particular, is the most common technique
because of its excellent performance in efficiency, reproducibility, and resolution (Wollgast and
Anklam 2000a). HPLC separation relies on the different interactions of a mixture of compounds
with the stationary and mobile phases (Nollet and Toldra 2012). There are many parameters, for
instance, flow rate, column type and size (stationary phase), mobile phase solvent, pH, elution
type (isocratic or gradient elution), that can be manipulated to achieve a wide range of selectivity.
Among HPLC analyses on cocoa phenolics, acidified (formic, phosphoric, or acetic acids)
methanol, acetonitrile, tetrahydrofuran, and/or dichloromethane for the organic phase, acidified
water for the aqueous phase, and silica-based C18-bonded columns are often used in a reversephase system with decreasing polarity (Kim and Keeney 1984; Kealey et al. 2001; Ortega et al.
2008; Machonis et al. 2014; Stanley et al. 2015). A simple gradient example can be shown in a
recent study (Hu et al. 2016) that employed a binary gradient flow from 8% organic phase
(acetonitrile with 0.1% formic acid) and 92% aqueous phase (water with 0.1% formic acid) held
for 0.1 min, changed to 60% organic phase from 0.1 to 16 min, followed by re-equilibration to 8%
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organic phase from 16 to 18 min. The flow rate was 0.5 mL/min using an Agilent ZORBAX
Eclipse Plus C18 (4.6*250 nm, 5 µm) column. This method successfully separated theobromine,
catechin, epicatechin, and proanthocyanidin B2 from an extract of cocoa beans. Furthermore,
HPLC analysis is versatile and can be coupled to various types of detectors, such as UV-Visible
(UV-Vis), electrochemical detection (ECD) and mass spectrometry (MS). Ultra Performance
Liquid Chromatography (UPLC) is an advanced version of HPLC that is also commonly used in
chemical separation. The stationary phase of UPLC consists of smaller particle size (<2 µm) than
that of HPLC (3-5 µm) (Gumustas et al. 2013). Based on the Van Deemter equation, these small
particles in UPLC system result in higher efficiency, better resolution, increased sensitivity, and
shorter analysis time compared with HPLC (Gumustas et al. 2013).
HPLC – UV-Vis Detection
Phenolic compounds absorb well in the UV range due to their aromatic ring structure.
There is no single wavelength that is optimal for all phenolic compounds, but typically
wavelengths of 254, 280, or 320 nm are commonly set for most phenolic compounds for single
wavelength detection (Nollet 1996). Diode array detectors (DAD) that are capable of scanning a
full UV-Vis spectrum (or multiple wavelength detection) of compounds in a sample allow for
additional identification by spectral characteristics in addition to retention time comparison with
external standards (Wollgast and Anklam 2000a).
HPLC – Electrochemical Detection (with Coulometric Array Detection)
Electrochemical detection (ECD) involves either oxidation or reduction of compounds in
the sample (Santos-Buelga and Williamson 2003). For coulometric array detection, samples go
through porous graphite electrodes containing working cells which provide electric potential in
order for the oxidation or reduction reactions to take place; the current generated from the
reaction reflects the concentration of a compound and the current as a function of time can be
shown as a peak area for quantification (Santos-Buelga and Williamson 2003). ECD also allows
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for several working cells installed in a series, providing chromatograms at different operating
potentials, which renders multiple degrees of identification. ECD is therefore a destructive
method, but this electrochemical reaction allows for better sensitivity and selectivity for
identification of oxidizable or reducible phenolics. Furthermore, ECD is relatively stable to
changes of gradient elution of mobile phases (Wollgast and Anklam 2000a). Thus, ECD is a
useful tool to optimize detection of some analytes.
HPLC – Mass Spectrometry (MS)
HPLC-MS is a sensitive tool for identifying compounds that combines three modes of
identification: retention time, exact mass, and a compound’s unique structural fragmentation
pattern (if using MS/MS) (Santos-Buelga and Williamson 2003). There are two widely used
ionization sources: atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) that is good for detection of
partially volatile phenolics with medium polarity, such as flavonols; and electrospray ionization
(ESI) for non-volatile and polar phenolics, such as anthocyanidins and condensed tannins
(Santos-Buelga and Williamson 2003). MS can be performed in both positive mode (molecular
species [M+H]+) preferably for compounds like catechins and proanthocyanidins, and negative
mode (molecular species [M-H]+) for most phenolic acids (Santos-Buelga and Williamson 2003).
Tomas-Barberan et al. (2007) provided an example method that coupled HPLC with DAD (240 to
400 nm) and MS/MS (with electrospray ionization and full scan mass covered m/z 100 to 1500 in
negative mode) that successfully separated and identified two flavan-3-ol monomers (catechin
and epicatechin), four dimers, three trimers, and minor pentamers. In general, MS is a highly
sensitive technique and is capable of providing structural information of target compounds.
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1.8 Summary of Literature Review
Cocoa nib as a rich source of phenolic compounds, especially flavanols in the free form,
has been studied extensively for its composition and changes due to processes including
fermentation, drying, roasting and alkalization. The chemical changes of the cocoa polyphenols
include degradation, epimerization, and polymerization. Cocoa shell, currently having low value,
is also gradually gaining attention for its potential value as a rich source of fiber and
demonstrated antioxidant capacity. In vitro and in vivo research on the biological benefits of
consuming nib and shell has been conducted and it has been concluded that the possible
contributors of these benefits are mainly phenolics (free form) and fiber. However, fiber-bound
phenolics in cocoa have not been fully studied. Understanding of the bound phenolic profile and
how it would be changed during essential cocoa processing steps would be helpful in explaining
the biological benefits of cocoa, add value to the cocoa shell, and provide more information on
processing effects on cocoa to cocoa manufacturers.
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1.9 Research Objectives and Hypotheses
Research Objective 1:
Quantify the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on color and pH of cocoa nib
and shell.

Hypotheses for Objective 1:
1. Whole bean alkalization and roasting will cause noticeable color change in cocoa nib
and shell, measured by L, a, b values (due to Maillard browning during alkalization and
roasting).
2. Whole bean alkalization and roasting will increase pH of cocoa nib and shell (due to
addition of alkali and evaporation of volatile acids during roasting).

Research Objective 2:
Quantify the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on both free and bound
flavonoids and phenolic acids in cocoa nib and shell.

Hypotheses for Objective 2:
1. Shell contains more bound phenolics than nib (due to the higher fiber content in shell).
2. There are more bound phenolic acids than flavonoids in both cocoa nib and shell (due
to the high content of bound phenolic acids, not flavonoids, in other plant materials).
3. Alkalization and roasting will affect the content of bound phenolics to a lesser extent
than free phenolics in cocoa nib and shell (due to the protective effect of being “bound”).
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Chapter 2

Effects of Alkalization and Roasting on Free and Bound Phenolics in Cocoa
Nib and Shell

2.1 Materials and Methods

2.1.1 Materials
Cocoa Sample
Raw Trinitario cocoa beans that were fermented for five days prior to drying were
obtained from Taza Chocolate (Somerville, MA) for this study. The beans were harvested from El
Vesia farm in the Hato Mayor region of the Dominican Republic. All beans were stored at -20°C
prior to use.
Chemicals and Solvents
Acetone (HPLC grade), hydrochloric acid (6 M), and sodium hydroxide (5 M) were
purchased from BDH (VWR, Radnor, PA). Acetonitrile (HPLC grade), dimethyl sulfoxide,
hexane (HPLC grade), glacial acetic acid, phosphoric acid (HPLC grade), and tetrahydrofuran
were purchased from EMD Millipore (Billerica, MA). Potassium carbonate and gallic acid were
purchased from Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill, MA). Folin-Ciocalteau reagent, sodium carbonate, (+)catechin hydrate, standards of (-)-epicatechin, quercetin, ± naringenin, luteolin, apigenin, syringic
acid, p-coumaric, trans-cinnamic acid, sinapic acid, vanillic acid, caffeic acid, gentisic acid, 4hydroxybenzoic acid, chlorogenic acid, rosemarinic acid, and protocatechuic acid were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Ferulic acid standard was purchased from Fluka
(Honeywell, Morris Plains, NJ). Water used in this entire study was 18.2 MΩ-cm purified with
Barnstead NANO pure Ultrapure Water System (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).
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2.1.2 Experimental Design Overview
Raw cocoa beans were first subjected to whole bean alkalization and roasting. These
processes are two numerical factors. The beans were then separated into nib and shell, ground,
and defatted as described below. Defatted nib and shell were subjected to free and bound phenolic
extractions. Water soluble and water insoluble fractions were further separated from both free and
bound extracts (figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Cocoa Bean Processing and Extraction Flow chart

2.1.3 Cocoa Bean Processing: Alkalization and Roasting
A 3 x 3 full factorial design of the combination of alkalization and roasting on whole
beans was conducted as shown in Figure 2.2. The prevalent alkalization method which provides
better colors and flavors compared to cake and liquor alkalization is nib alkalization followed by
roasting (Moser 2015). However, due to the technical difficulty of separating nib and shell from
small samples before roasting, whole bean alkalization was conducted prior to whole bean
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roasting. Variables are alkalization time (min) and roasting temperature (°C). All the points on
the outer square have two replications and the center point (A60_R130) has four replications for
further analysis of the phenolic profile (center point has a duplicate as an additional point).

Figure 2.2: 3 x 3 Full Factorial Design of Cocoa Treatment.

Alkalization
The alkalization method was modified from an industrial approach (Minifie 1989), in
consultation with Dan Dimick of Blommer Chocolate (Dimick personal communication). One
hundred (100) g of raw beans (1 to 2 g each, non-flat, with non-damaged shell) were soaked in 48
mL alkali solution (0.452 M potassium carbonate) for 1 hour in a 11cm x 11cm x 13cm glass
container with lid in the dark, and shaken every 15 minutes for even distribution of alkali
solution. The container with soaked beans was then incubated for 0, 60 or 120 min in a forced air
safety oven (VWR, Cornelius, OR) preheated to 85°C. After alkalization, wet beans were placed
in a single layer on a piece of perforated foil, and dried in the same 85°C oven for 40 min. Dried
beans were cooled and then roasted immediately.
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Roasting
One hundred (100) g of alkalized beans or 100 g non-alkalized beans were placed in a
single layer on a fine wire mesh tray, and roasted for 30 min in a BD-53 Binder oven (Tuttlingen,
Germany) preheated to 110, 130, or 150°C with the vent about 60% open to allow air
recirculation. A 0.9 mm hole was drilled into the center of the heaviest bean of each batch with a
push pin. A type K thermocouple (SSC-TT-K-30-36, OMEGA, Stamford, CT) was placed in the
center of a bean to monitor internal temperature and another thermocouple was secured in the
center of the tray in the oven to monitor surrounding temperature with a RDXL4SD thermometer
data logger (OMEGA, Stamford, CT). Roasted beans were placed in liquid nitrogen immediately
at the end of the roasting time to stop roasting and stored in -80°C freezer prior to use.
Nib/Shell Separation and Grinding
Roasted beans were removed from frozen storage and allowed to warm up to room
temperature. Beans were then gently broken with a rolling pin and manually separated into nib
and shell fractions. Nib and shell, respectively, were ground in a coffee grinder (Cuisinart ®
Grind Central™, Shelton, CT) for 1 min, 5 seconds at a time (12 times).

2.1.4 pH and Color Analyses
pH Analysis
Following the method described in AOAC 970.21 (Helrich 1990), ground cocoa samples
were suspended in water (90 mL of boiling deionized water per 1 g of ground sample). After the
suspension was cooled to 21.5°C, pH was measured in duplicate with an SG2 – SevenGo pH
meter (Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH) calibrated with pH 4, 7, and 10 standards immediately
before measurement.
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Color Analysis
Ground cocoa samples were packed in an open-top 22 mm diameter, 10 mm deep
container. A thin, clear 22 mm x 22 mm Corning cover glass (Corning, Corning, NY) was placed
onto the ground sample to give a flat surface. L (lightness: 0 to 100 as light to dark), a (-100 to
100 as green to red), and b (-100 to 100 as blue to yellow) values were measured through the
cover glass with a CR-400 Chromameter (Konica Minolta, Marunouchi, Japan), calibrated
through the cover glass using a white calibration plate. Measurements were made at 21.5 °C eight
times and averaged. The change of color due to alkalization and roasting was expressed as ∆E =
√((∆L2 +(∆a)2 + (∆b)2) (Dieter and Whitaker 1984).

2.1.5 Defatting Cocoa Nibs and Shells
Samples were defatted prior to phenolic extraction. To remove cocoa butter from the
samples, 2 g of ground nib or shell were placed in a 50 mL polypropylene centrifuge tube (VWR,
Radnor, PA) and extracted with 40 mL and 20 mL fresh hexane, respectively. Sample mixtures
were shaken on a DS-500 orbital shaker (VWR, Radnor, PA) at room temperature at 400 rpm for
15 min. Samples were centrifuged at 3750 rpm for 10 min (Allegra 6R Centrifuge, Beckman
Coulter Life Sciences, Indianapolis, IN). Extraction with hexane was repeated 3 times. The
supernatant was decanted and remaining defatted samples were air-dried in a fume hood for 16
hours.
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2.1.6 Free and Bound Phenolic Extraction
Free Phenolic Extraction
In a 50 mL polypropylene centrifuge tube (VWR, Radnor, PA), a 1.25 g sample
(composite defatted samples from two alkalization and roasting replicates: 0.625 g from each
trial) was extracted with 30 mL acetone and ultra pure water (70:30, v/v). Samples were then
shaken on a DS-500 orbital shaker (VWR, Radnor, PA) at 400 rpm for 10 min followed by
centrifugation (Allegra 6R Centrifuge, Beckman Coulter Life Sciences, Indianapolis, IN) at 3750
rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was filtered through No. 4 WhatmanTM filter paper (GE
Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK). This extraction was repeated 3 times, and the filtered
supernatant was combined and dried with a Buchi R114 rotary evaporator (Brinkman
Instruments, Westbury, NY) under vacuum at 33°C to remove acetone. The remaining acetonefree phenolic extract went through water soluble (WS) and water insoluble (WI) extract
separation as described below. The non-extractable solid residue was then processed for bound
phenolics extraction.
Hydrolysis and Bound Phenolic Extraction
The solid residue from the free phenolics extraction was hydrolyzed in the same
centrifuge tube by addition of 12.5 mL 5 M NaOH (62.5 mM) and incubation for 4 h at room
temperature on a Roto Shake Genie at speed level 10 (Scientific Industries, Bohemia, NY). The
sample was then acidified to pH 2 with 6 M HCl, and the amount of HCl added recorded. Pure
acetone was added to achieve a 70:30 ratio with water in the sample mixture. The sample was
then shaken on an orbital shaker at 400 rpm for 10 min, followed by centrifugation at 3750 rpm
for 10 min. The supernatant was filtered through No. 4 WhatmanTM filter paper (GE Healthcare,
Buckinghamshire, UK). The residue was extracted with fresh 30 mL acetone and ultra pure water
(70:30, v/v) twice more and the combined supernatant was dried using a rotary evaporator under
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vacuum at 33°C to remove acetone. The water soluble (WS) and water insoluble (WI) fractions
were obtained from the remaining acetone-free bound phenolic extract.
Water Soluble (WS) and Water Insoluble (WI) Extract Separation
For both free and bound phenolic fractions, 100 mL of ultra pure water was added to the
aqueous phenolic extract obtained after evaporation of the acetone and the mixture was sonicated
(3510 Branson Ultrasonic Cleaning bath, Danbury, CT) at room temperature for 2 min. The
mixture was centrifuged at 3750 rpm for 60 min (Allegra 6R Centrifuge, Beckman Coulter Life
Sciences, Indianapolis, IN). The pellet served as the WI fraction and was freeze dried under
vacuum in a 35XL VirTisTM freeze dryer (SP Scientific; Warminster, PA). The supernatant served
as the WS fraction and was further purified through Amberlite® XAD7HP.
Amberlite® XAD7HP Purification of WS Fraction
The WS fraction was purified by flash chromatography in a glass column packed with
120 mL (height:diameter, 17:3 cm) 20-60 mesh Amberlite® XAD7HP (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO) with a layer (height:diameter, 2:2 cm) of pure sand (Acros Organics, Morris Plains, NJ) on
top and bottom of the XAD7HP resin to secure its location. Nitrogen pressurization (<2 ppm
moisture, Penn State General Stores) was used for facilitating the flow. Sugar and amino acids
from the free phenolic fraction and salt from the bound phenolic fraction were removed with 1L
ultra pure water. WS phenolics were then eluted with 250 mL acetone and acetic acid (99.9:0.1,
v/v). The phenolic-containing eluent was dried with rotary evaporator under vacuum at 33°C.

2.1.7 Determination of Total Phenolic Content
The Folin-Ciocalteu assay was conducted to determine total phenolic content in all
fractions (Singleton et al. 1965). Cocoa extracts were dissolved in DMSO to a final concentration
of 10 mg/mL. Twenty (20) µL extract and 100 µL Folin-Ciocalteu reagent were combined with
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1.58 mL ultra pure water. Samples were vortexed and held for 5 min, after which 300 µL of 200
g/L sodium carbonate was added and again vortexed to mix well. After incubation in 37°C water
bath for 30 min, 200 µL of the final solution was added into a 96-well plate and absorbance was
measured at wavelength of 765 nm on Multiskan™Go microplate spectrophotometer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham) with Skan™It software. The assay was conducted in triplicate and
results were expressed as mean ± SD (mg Gallic Acid Equivalence (GAE)/g defatted cocoa and
mg (-)-Epicatechin Equivalence (ECE)/g defatted cocoa). Detailed results are shown in Table B
in the Appendix.

2.1.8 HPLC-UV-ECD Analysis of Cocoa Phenolics
A reverse phase HPLC system coupled with both UV-Vis and ECD detectors was used to
separate and quantify the free and bound phenolics in the cocoa nib and shell. The HPLC method
was adapted from a previously established method (Stanley et al. 2015). The analysis was
conducted on a HPLC system with a SIL-20AC refrigerated auto-sampler, two LC-20AD pumps,
a SPD-20AV UV-Vis detector (Shimadzu Scientific, Kyoto, Japan), and a Model 6210 fourchannel cell (Thermo Scientific, Sunnyvale, CA) with an ESA 5600A Coulochem electrode
detector system (Chelmsford, MA). The UV-Vis detector wavelength was set at 280 nm and the
ECD potentials were set as -100, 100, 300, 500 mV. The separation was performed in a 15 cm x
4.6 mm, 5 µm, Supelcosil LC-18 column (Supelco, Bellefonte, PA) at 35°C. Mobile phase A
consisted of 15 mM sodium monophosphate buffer, 58.5% acetonitrile, and 12.5%
tetrahydrofuran (pH 3.45 adjusted with phosphoric acid). Mobile phase B consisted of 30 mM
sodium monophosphate buffer, 1.75% acetonitrile, and 0.125% tetrahydrofuran (pH 3.35 adjusted
with phosphoric acid). The gradient condition started with 4% A isocratic flow for 7 min, then
increased linearly to 17% at 25 min, 33% at 45 min, and 98% at 60 min and held at 98% A for 3
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min prior to re-equilibration to 4% A. The flow rate was 1.0 mL/min and injection volume was 75
µL. Cocoa extracts were dissolved in DMSO at a concentration of 10 mg/mL, and diluted with
ultra pure water to 0.3, 0.5, 1.0 or 5.0 mg/mL with 0.2% freshly prepared ascorbic acid. Samples
were filtered through 0.45 µm PTPE filters (VWR, Radnor, PA). Identification of phenolics was
confirmed based on retention times of external standards on chromatograms using both UV-Vis
detection and ECD.

2.1.9 UPLC-MS/MS Identification of Bound Phenolics
Bound phenolic fractions of cocoa extracts were further analyzed by mass spectrometry
for a third degree of confirmation in addition to UV and ECD identification. The analysis was
conducted on a reverse phase UPLC with Prominence 20 UFLCXR system (Shimadzu; Columbia,
MD). The separation was performed in a 10 cm x 2.1 mm, 1.7 µm BEH C18 column (Waters,
Milford, MA) at 55°C. Mobile phase A consisted of HPLC grade acetonitrile with 0.1% formic
acid. Mobile phase B consisted of HPLC grade water with 0.1% formic acid. The gradient
condition started with 3% A, increasing to 45% A at 10 min, 75% A at 12 min and held at 75% A
until 17.5 min prior to re-equilibration to 3% A. The column was connected to a 5600 (QTOF)
TripleTOF using a DuosprayTM ion source (all AB Sciex, Framingham, MA). The capillary
voltage was set at 5.5 kV for positive mode and 4.5 kV for negative mode, with a declustering
potential of 80 V. The mass spectroscopy was performed in Information Dependent Acquisition
(IDA) mode with a 100 ms survey scan from 100 to 1200 m/z, and maximum 20 MS product ion
scans (100 ms) per cycle with a collision energy of 50 V with a 20 V spread. The flow rate was
0.25 mL/min and injection volume was 5 µL. Bound cocoa phenolic extracts were dissolved in
DMSO at concentration of 10 mg/mL, and diluted with ultra pure water to 0.3 mg/mL. Samples
were filtered through 0.45 µm PTFE filters (VWR, Radnor, PA). Identification of phenolics was
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determined based on retention times, exact masses, and MS/MS fragmentation patterns of
external standards.

2.1.10 Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) Analysis of Bound Compounds in
the Water Insoluble Fractions
In extracts of bound phenolics in both nib and shell, the weight of water insoluble extract
(WI) was much more than that of the water soluble extract (WS) (weight of WI accounted for
about 75% of total weight of bound phenolic extract). FT-IR analysis was conducted to elucidate
the functional groups of the water insoluble fraction (WI).
FT-IR spectra of WI samples of bound phenolic extracts (dried) were collected using a
Bruker Vertex 70 (Billerica, MA) FT-IR spectrometer with a Harrick MVP-PRO diamond
(Pleasantville, NY), an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) sensor with 45-degree incidence angle,
and a narrow band MCT detector. Samples were deposited on the crystal sensor and the diamond
was used to apply force on the samples. Samples were scanned over 4000 to 400 cm-1 with a
resolution of 4 cm-1. Sample scan time was 400 scans and background scan time was 100 scans.

2.1.11 Statistical Analyses
Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
There were a total of 80 extract fractions (10 treatments x nib/shell x free/bound x water
soluble/insoluble), and 880 data points generated upon identification of multiple response
variables from each fraction. Common statistical analyses such as analysis of variance and
regression of these multidimensional data can be done, but overall influence of treatments and
differences between fractions can be difficult to visualize, and often result in false positives (type
I errors). PCA is a data-reduction, multivariate statistical technique that extracts the important
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information from multidimensional data and represents this information in a few dimensions
called the principal components (Abdi and Williams 2010). PCA therefore provides clearer
visualization of complex models, and the difference and similarity among the observations can
also be discerned. In this study, PCA may also show how the unidentified compounds were
correlated with the identified compounds for help in understanding the characteristics of the
unknowns. PCA was conducted using the FactoMineR package in the RStudio software on a
correlation matrix, which examine the dependence/correlation of each variable and axes
simultaneously.
MANOVA and ANOVA Analyses
While analysis of variance (ANOVA) is useful to discern the effect of independent
variables on one dependent variable, multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) is able to
discern the influence of independent variables on multiple dependent variables. In this study,
there are eleven dependent variables (total phenolic content, eight identified phenolic compounds,
and two unidentified compounds). Thus, MANOVA was conducted to determine which factors
(see table 2.4) had a significant effect on the phenolic profile. Individual ANOVA was then
conducted to identify independent factors influencing each dependent variable. Running both
analysis methods (MANOVA first) can help prevent type I errors (false positives). MANOVA
and ANOVA were conducted on the RStudio software. Alpha for significance was 0.05. Five
significance levels were shown: 0 < p value < 0.001 (***), 0.001 < p value < 0.01 (**), 0.01 < p
value < 0.05 (*), 0.05 < p value < 0.1 (.), 0.1 < p value < 1 (Not Significant, NS). Terms/factors
used in the model are shown in tables 2.8 and 2.9 in section 2.2.6.
Regression
A quadratic regression on Minitab was conducted to determine the effect of alkalization
and roasting on the pH and color of cocoa nib and shell. Regression was also used to determine
the effect of alkalization and roasting on the total phenolic content (TPC), each identified
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phenolic compound ((+)-catechin, (-)-epicatechin, quercetin, protochatechuic acid,
hydroxybenzoic acid, chlorogenic acid, p-coumaric acid, and ferulic acid)), and the two unknown
compounds in all eight fractions (NF_WS, NF_WI, NB_WS, NB_WI, SF_WS, SF_WI, SB_WS,
SB_WI, see table 2.1 for full names) of cocoa extracts, individually. Regression can model
mathematical equations to describe the directions of the influence of independent factors on the
response factors, which neither MANOVA nor ANOVA can provide. In this study of 3 x 3 level
experimental design, two single factors (lower-order terms): alkalization (alk), roasting (rst), and
three higher-order terms: alkalization*alkalization (alk2), roasting*roasting (rst2), and
alkalization*roasting (alk*rst), an interaction factor, were employed to study their influence on
pH, color, and phenolic profiles of cocoa nibs and shells. The regression was conducted with
stepwise selection of the terms with alpha value of 0.15 to prevent missing significant factors. A
hierarchical model was enforced to keep the non-significant lower-order terms in equation when
they comprise the higher-order terms. Alpha for significance was 0.05.
Table 2.1: Abbreviation of all cocoa extract fractions

Nib Fraction

Shell Fraction

Full Name

Abbreviation

Full Name

Abbreviation

Free, Water Soluble

NF_WS

Free, Water Soluble

SF_WS

Free, Water Insoluble

NF_WI

Free, Water Insoluble

SF_WI

Bound, Water Soluble

NB_WS

Bound, Water Soluble

SB_WS

Bound, Water Insoluble

NB_WI

Bound, Water Insoluble

SB_WI
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2.2 Results and Discussion

2.2.1 Temperature Profile during Whole Bean Roasting
Both surrounding oven temperature and internal temperature of the beans were monitored
during roasting. The surrounding temperature was monitored to ensure the accurate roasting
conditions for each treatment, which were 110, 130, and 150°C. Figure 2.3 illustrates examples of
roasting temperature condition on non-alkalized beans (A0), showing that the surrounding
temperature (dashed line) was stable during the entire roasting duration (30 min) at each
temperature setting. The internal temperature of the cocoa bean reached the roasting temperature
after roughly 25 min.

Figure 2.3: Surrounding oven (dashed lines) and internal bean (solid lines) temperature of cocoa
beans during roasting for non-alkalized treatment.
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2.2.2 Regression Analysis: Effects of Alkalization and Roasting on Cocoa pH and Color
Whole bean alkalization in this study produced lightly alkalized cocoa nib which was
defined as pH 6.50 to 7.20 (Miller et al. 2008). Overall color changes of cocoa nib and shell were
described by ΔE. L, a, and b values were used to calculate ΔE as √ (ΔL2 +Δa2 +Δb2), using the
most minimally processed samples (A0_R110) as the baseline (ΔE=0). ∆E ≥ 1 gives the
minimum color difference that the human eye can perceive (Rodríguez et al. 2009). As shown in
figures 2.4 and 2.5, except for A0_R130 nib and shell and A60_R130 (Rep 2) nib, all other
treatments resulted in ΔE ≥ 1.
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 represent the detailed pH and color changes in cocoa nib and shell due
to alkalization and roasting. Regression analysis (Tables 2.4 and 2.5) was conducted to reveal the
significant factors (p value <0.15) and their influence on pH and ΔE for cocoa nib and shell. The
higher order terms, alk2 and rst2, indicate a non-linear (quadratic) effect. These higher order terms
allow modeling of curvature/non-linearity in the response. Figures 2.6 and 2.7 are the contour
plots of the effects of alkalization and roasting on pH and color (ΔE), respectively, on cocoa nib
and shell.
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Table 2.2: pH and color of ground cocoa nib by each alkalization and roasting treatment.

Table 2.3: pH and color of ground cocoa shell by each alkalization and roasting treatment.

Data of Tables 2.2 and 2.3 represent means ± SDs (replicated design). Center point A60_R130
was duplicated.
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Figure 2.4: Image of ground cocoa nib of each alkalization and roasting treatment.

Figure 2.5: Image of ground cocoa shell of each alkalization and roasting treatment.
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Effects of Alkalization and Roasting on pH of Cocoa Nib and Shell
As expected, since the goal of alkalization is to increase pH, alkalization significantly
influenced the pH of both nib and shell (Table 2.4).
For cocoa nib pH was largely affected by alkalization (Fig. 2.6a). Roasting temperature
had a significant effect as did the alk*rst interaction. The interaction might be explained by the
fact that when the alkalized beans were roasted at 110°C, they dried more slowly than when
roasted at 150°C, which may have allowed alkalization to continue for longer time. The
interaction of alkalization and roasting was not significant in cocoa shell, possibly because the
shell dried more rapidly than nib at all temperatures.

Figure 2.6: Contour plots of the effects of alkalization and roasting on pH of cocoa nib (a) and
shell (b)
Table 2.4: Effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on pH of cocoa nib and shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
pComponent
value
Nib
y = 9.58 + 0.03745 alk - 0.0711 rst - 0.000051 alk2 +
98.9% 0.000
0.000282 rst2 - 0.000140 alk*rst
Shell
y = 3.69 + 0.096415 alk + 0.0334 rst - 0.000556 alk2 99.9% 0.000
0.000132 rst2
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.
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Effects of Alkalization and Roasting on Color (ΔE) of Cocoa Nib and Shell
Alkalization and roasting temperature both significantly influenced ∆E of both nib and
shell. The color change, ∆E, is largely due to Maillard browning during roasting. Maillard
browning, in turn, is influenced by roasting temperature, pH (also influenced by alkalization and
roasting temperature), and moisture content (potentially influenced by roasting temperature)
(Krysiak et al. 2013). Hence it is not surprising to see a significant non-linear (quadratic) effect of
roasting temperature on ∆E, especially in the nib where drying rate would be expected to vary to
a greater extent than in the shell (Fig. 2.7, Table 2.5).

Figure 2.7: Contour plots of the effects of alkalization and roasting on ∆E of cocoa nib (a) and
shell (b)
Table 2.5: Effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on color (∆E) of cocoa nib and shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
pComponent
value
Nib
y = 34.4 + 0.01438 alk - 0.547 rst + 0.002187 rst2
64.5% 0.001
Shell

y = 26.4 + 0.3264 alk - 0.448 rst - 0.001416 alk2
+ 0.001901 rst2 - 0.000586 alk*rst

98.1%

0.000

Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.
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2.2.3 Identification of phenolic compounds in cocoa

Identification by HPLC-UV-ECD
Three flavonoids ((+)-catechin, (-)-epicatechin, quercetin) and five phenolic acids
(protocatechuic, 4-hydroxybenzoic, chlorogenic, p-coumaric, ferulic acids) were identified in
both free and bound cocoa extracts by both HPLC - UV and ECD methods (figures 2.8 to 2.10).
The remaining compounds investigated by means of standards (gallic, sinapic, genitisic, caffeic,
syringic, rosemarinic, vanillic, and trans-cinnamic acids, ± naringenin, luteolin, and apigenin)
were not observed in the cocoa extracts in this study. There were other unidentified peaks in the
chromatograms that did not line up with standards, most of them relatively small. However, there
were two relatively large unknown peaks (at 10 min at 23.6 min in HPLC-ECD), in the bound
phenolic fractions that were hard to ignore, so in addition to the identified compounds were
quantified based on area under the curve (AUC). The unknown compound with large AUC at
23.6 min co-eluted with p-coumaric acid in ECD, but did not appear to be much larger than the
others at the corresponding retention time in the UV chromatogram. In addition, the area under
the 23.6 min peak in ECD was too large to yield a reasonable value for the content of p-coumaric
acid based on the standard curve, while the AUC for this peak in the UV chromatogram fell
within a reasonable range. Therefore, quantification of p-coumaric acid was based on the UV
chromatogram (it was assumed that the co-eluting compound did not absorb at 280 nm), and
reported content of the “p-coumaric acid” should be considered putative. This phenomenon
suggests that the unknown at 23.6 min is less UV active, (perhaps a result of containing fewer
double bonds), and/or is more reactive in ECD, (oxidized or reduced more easily). Caffeine and
theobromine were ruled out as being the unknowns at 10 and 23.6 min. The other seven
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compounds were quantified based on ECD chromatograms at 300 mV (for best peak resolution
among the four channels) based on standard curves of external standards.
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 are example chromatograms that illustrate the identification of large
and small peaks in ECD chromatogram for the seven identified compounds (except for pcoumaric acid due to co-elution with the unknown at 23.6 min) and the two unknowns (analysis
of small peaks was achieved by expansion of scale, compared to large peaks). Figure 2.10 is an
example UV chromatogram that shows the separation of seven identified compounds (quercetin
was not shown because its peak was not well resolved in UV chromatogram). Concentration of pcoumaric acid was quantified based on UV chromatograms.

Figure 2.8: HPLC-ECD chromatogram of cocoa sample (A60_R150 NB_WS) at 300 mV
for quantification of large peaks.
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Figure 2.9: HPLC-ECD chromatogram of cocoa sample (A60_R150 NB_WS) at 300 mV
for small peaks

Figure 2.10: HPLC-UV chromatogram of cocoa sample (A0_R150 NB_WS) at 280 nm
for p-coumaric acid quantification
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The detailed raw data for the contents of the eight identified and two unidentified
compounds is listed in Table A in the Appendix. The changes in their content due to alkalization
and roasting will be discussed in Section 2.2.7. The content of phenolics in cocoa of the least
processed treatment (A0_R110) is shown in table 2.6 and 2.7.
As shown in table 2.6, in the free fraction, TPC, concentrations of (-)-epicatechin, (+)catechin, quercetin, protocatechuic acid, ferulic acid, coumaric acid, and protocatechuic acid are
close to those reported in the literature; 4-hydroxybenzoic and chlorogenic acids are about 10
times higher than literature values (Ortega et al. 2008; Jolic et al. 2011; Stanley et al. 2015). The
TPC in shell is consistent with literature values (Arlorio et al. 2001; Bradbury and Kopp 2006).
The epicatechin content is 8 time less, and hydroxybenzoic acid is 30 times less than the values
Arlorio et al. (2005) reported, which used different extraction methods (supercritical CO2
extraction). The variation in the content between studies could be due to different extraction
methods, different cocoa cultivars, processing conditions, etc. In addition, the cocoa shell in the
current study was obtained by manual separation from the nib, so may contain a lesser amount of
nib contamination, and therefore, a lower phenolic content compared to the literature studies that
used winnowed shell (Arlorio et al. 2005).
To the best of my knowledge, this study is the first to identify and quantify bound
phenolics in both cocoa nib and shell. In this current study, similar to other plants, base
hydrolysis was capable of liberating bound phenolics from cocoa. As seen in tables 2.6 and 2.7,
for beans minimally treated (A0_R110) , the amount of bound (+)-catechin is almost the same as
in the free form for nib, and is approximately tripled in shell, which suggests that there could be a
large amount of, for example, (+)-catechin being overlooked if only free fractions are reported.
Moreover, this study also found a larger percentage of phenolic acids existed in the bound vis-àvis the free form for both the nib and shell for A0_R110. The most abundant bound phenolic in
nib was 4-hydroxybenzoic acid (397.11 µg/g, 88.27% of total free plus bound), and least
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abundant bound phenolic compound was ferulic acid (9.83 µg/g, 90.59% of total). The most
abundant bound phenolic in shell was protocatechuic acid (363.03µg/g, 82.91% of total), and
least abundant bound phenolic was also ferulic acid (27.5 µg/g, 97.89% of total). These
fundamental findings suggest that larger amounts of phenolics than previously reported may be
ingested when consuming cocoa products. These bound phenolics may be associated with cocoa
fiber, and may help explain the antioxidant capacity of the fiber and the potential health benefits
associated with its consumption (Tabernero et al. 2006; Sánchez et al. 2010; Nsor-Atindana et al.
2012).
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Table 2.6: Free and bound phenolic contents in 110°C roasted non-alkalized cocoa nib.

Compound
Compound
NF_WS
TPC

Folin&Ciocalteu-Assay-(ECE-mg/g-sample)

43.26

18.68

59.88%

13.67

27.83

40.12%

103.44

Folin&Ciocalteu-Assay-(GAE-mg/g-sample)

49.68

21.22

59.76%

15.63

32.12

40.24%

118.65

1509.79

30.69

92.98%

112.85

3.46

7.02%

1656.79

159.88

2.74

56.40%

122.63

3.09

43.60%

288.34

Quercetin-(ug/g-sample)

3.97

3.48

94.25%

0.17

0.29

5.75%

7.90

4&Hydroxybenzoic-Acid-(ug/g-sample)

50.10

2.67

11.73%

362.58

34.53

88.27%

449.89

Protocatechuic-Acid-(ug/g-sample)

63.56

10.19

26.67%

189.95

12.80

73.33%

276.49

20.89

0.17

23.21%

67.95

1.75

76.79%

90.75

p &Coumaric-Acid-(ug/g-sample)

2.07

0.00

4.11%

44.78

3.48

95.89%

50.33

Ferulic-acid-(ug/g-sample)

0.00
0.76

9.41%

0.00
1.59

10.85

20.37%

9.83
108.03

90.59%

unknown-at-10-min-(AUC)

1.02
27.29

79.63%

137.67

unknown-at-23.6-min-(AUC)

0.00

0.01

0.01%

48.30

1.09

99.99%

49.39

(&)&Epicatechin-(ug/g-sample)
Flavonoids (+)&Catechin-(ug/g-sample)

PhenolicChlorogenic-Acid-(ug/g-sample)
Acids

Unknowns

Extraction/Fractions
Cocoa/Nib
Free/fraction
Bound/Fraction
Total/
%/Total/Free/
%/Total/Bound/
(Free+Bound)
NF_WI
NB_WS
NB_WI
(WS+WI)
(WS+WI)
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Table 2.7: Free and bound phenolic contents in 110°C roasted non-alkalized cocoa shell.

Cocoa'Shell
Free'fraction

Compound

TPC

Total'
%'Total'Bound' (Free+Bound)
(WS+WI)

SF_WS

SF_WI

%'Total'Free'
(WS+WI)

Folin&Ciocalteu-Assay-(ECE-mg/g-sample)

13.18

3.33

23.55%

19.54

34.07

76.45%

70.12

Folin&Ciocalteu-Assay-(GAE-mg/g-sample)

15.04

3.81

23.51%

22.41

38.93

76.49%

80.19

(&)&Epicatechin-(ug/g-sample)

348.01

5.00

68.27%

161.71

2.37

31.73%

517.09

33.87

0.37

22.90%

113.94

1.31

77.10%

149.49

Quercetin-(ug/g-sample)

4.05

0.65

42.40%

2.43

3.95

57.60%

11.08

4&Hydroxybenzoic-Acid-(ug/g-sample)

75.53

0.00

27.22%

139.93

61.98

72.78%

277.45

Protocatechuic-Acid-(ug/g-sample)

71.25

3.55

17.09%

345.40

17.63

82.91%

437.83

23.13

0.25

24.95%

68.92

1.39

75.05%

93.68

p &Coumaric-Acid-(ug/g-sample)

2.05

0.00

4.42%

42.88

1.48

95.58%

46.41

Ferulic-acid-(ug/g-sample)

0.00
3.38

2.11%

0.00
1.89

28.10

13.58%

27.50
100.40

97.89%

unknown-at-10-min-(AUC)

0.59
12.70

86.42%

118.37

unknown-at-23.6-min-(AUC)

0.00

0.01

0.02%

59.56

1.01

99.98%

60.58

Flavonoids (+)&Catechin-(ug/g-sample)

PhenolicChlorogenic-Acid-(ug/g-sample)
Acids

Unknowns

Bound'Fraction
SB_WS

SB_WI
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2.2.4 Identification by UPLC-MS/MS
Mass spectrometry with fragmentation patterns (MS/MS) was employed to confirm the
existence of the eight identified compounds based on the exact mass of the compound and the
fragmentation pattern. Due to the limitation of the amount of sample (containing DMSO) for
injection in UPLC-MS/MS, the peaks in MS were smaller but seven out of eight compounds were
identified (Table 2.8). The signal of chlorogenic acid in samples was very small and the MS was
not able to produce fragmentation patterns. However, since chlorogenic acid appeared in both UV
and ECD at corresponding retention times, it is likely that the cocoa samples contain chlorogenic
acid. Unfortunately, due to differences such as column and gradient between HPLC-UV-ECD and
UPLC-MS/MS, the two unknown peaks found in UV-ECD were not unequivocally located on
MS.
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Table 2.8: Summary of identified and major unidentified peaks in HPLC-UV, ECD, and UPLC-MS/MS

Retention1Time1(min)
UV
ECD
MS

Mass1of1Parent1Ion1
(m/z)

Fragments1(m/z)

Identity

7.7

7.0

2.80

153.019*(,)

109.029,*108.021,*91.018,*65.003,*53.040

Protocatechuic*Acid

12.4

11.7

3.58

139.039*(+)

121.028,*95.048,*93.033,*77.038,*65.038,*51.023

14.3

13.6

3.63

353.087*(,)

signal*too*weak*to*confirm

16.1

15.2

3.78

289.071*(,)

245.082,*203.072,*137.024,*109.030,*97.029

(+),Catechin

21.7

20.8

4.50

289.071*(,)

245.083,*203.071,*123.045,*109.029,*81.035

(,),Epicatechin

24.5

23.6

5.20

163.040*(,)

signal*too*weak*to*confirm

Coumaric*Acid

27.2

26.1

5.86

193.054*(,)

178.0275,*149.067,*134.038,*133.034,*132.018

49.8

49.1

8.01

301.036*(,)

273.039,*178.999,*151.003,*121.029,*107.013,*65.003

Quercetin

10.6
24.5

10
23.6

,,
,,

,,
,,

,,
,,

unknown*at*10*min
unknown*at*23.6*min

4,Hydroxybenzoic*Acid
Chlorogenic*Acid

Ferulic*Acid
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2.2.5 Principal Component Analyses: Effects of Alkalization and Roasting on the Profile of
Cocoa Total Phenolic Content and Individual Flavonoids and Phenolic Acids
Principal component analysis (PCA) aids in visualization of differences between extract
fractions based on their phenolic content and composition. An overall PCA (figures 2.12 to 2.13)
was conducted first, followed by individual PCAs for four different groups of phenolic extract
fractions (figures 2.14 to 2.23):
1. Overall PCA: all data points (total phenolic content, individual phenolic compounds in
all eight fractions, and unknowns)
2. PCA for nib phenolic fractions (NF_WS, NF_WI, NB_WS, and NB_WI)
3. PCA for shell phenolic fractions (SF_WS, SF_WI, SB_WS, and SB_WI)
4. PCA for free phenolic fractions (NF_WS, NF_WI, SF_WS, and SF_WI)
5. PCA for bound phenolic fractions (NB_WS, NB_WI, SB_WS, and SB_WI)

Eigenvalues
PCA in this study is presented as score plots of principal components (linear
combinations of variables responsible for the variance between samples) and loading plots
(compounds or response variables contributing to each principal component). Before plotting
PCA figures, it is important to determine the eigenvalues for each component/direction (to know
what percentage of variation can be explained in each direction). The larger the eigenvalue the
greater the percentage of variance the component/direction explains. Usually, an eigenvalue < 1
indicates insufficient power for that component/direction for explaining data (Bro et al. 2014).
A plot example of eigenvalues for Overall PCA is shown in figure 2.11. It suggests that
the first two components have large enough eigenvalues (>1) to be considered relevant, and
components beginning with the third component, with eigenvalues <1, can be ignored. This
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indicates that the first two components are sufficient to explain most of the variance. The
following PCA analyses all have eigenvalues >1 for the first two components except for the PCA
for free phenolic fractions which had eigenvalues >1 for the first three components. Thus, the
PCA for free phenolic fractions will be explained by three dimensions and the other three
fractions by two dimensions.

Figure 2.11: Eigenvalue plot for Overall PCA – all data points.
Overall PCA - all data points (figures 2.12 to 2.13)
For the Overall PCA, dimensions 1 and 2 combined explain 79.32% of the variance.
Figure 2.12 shows the distribution of process factors (roasting in brown and alkalization in blue)
and extract fractions (in magenta). Figure 2.12 shows that there is a clear separation of free (on
left) and bound (on right) fractions on dimension 1, a clear separation of nib (top) and shell
(bottom) on dimension 2, and a clear separation of WS (top-right) and WI (bottom-left). Figure
2.13, the loading plot, shows that the response variables can be mainly grouped into two areas:
top (flavonoids and TPC) and right (phenolic acids and unknowns). Comparing the two plots and
matching the locations of clusters, WS is located at top-right corner meaning that the values of all
the response variables were higher in WS vis-à-vis WI fractions. The contents of flavonoids and
TPC are higher in the nib, free fractions and water soluble fractions vis-à-vis the shell, the bound
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fractions and water-insoluble fractions. Since the water insoluble fractions (lower left) are about
180 degrees from the top-right corner, they contained lesser amounts of both flavonoids and
phenolic acids. The approximate 90 degrees between the top (flavonoids and TPC) and right
(phenolic acids and unknowns) groups of arrows/vectors in the loading plot also indicates that
values in these two groups had no/little correlation to each other.
Furthermore, figure 2.12 approximately shows the effects of alkalization and roasting on
the distribution of the dependent variables as well. Increasing alkalization moved Principal
Component (PC) 2 in the negative direction, indicating that TPC and flavonoids were reduced in
these samples, while roasting temperature had a lesser influence.

Figure 2.12: Score plot for Overall PCA - distribution of the groupings.
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Figure 2.13: Loading plot for Overall PCA – all data points (total phenolic content and individual
flavonoids and phenolic acids).
PCA for Nib phenolic fraction (figures 2.14 and 2.15)
Only data points of nib fractions were analyzed in this PCA. The first two dimensions
explain 83.93% of the variance. Roasting temperature and alkalization had little influence on the
differences between the samples, which were dominated by differences between the free and
bound fractions and water-soluble vis-à-vis water-insoluble fractions. Again, by matching the
direction with the loading plot, figure 2.15, in the nib fraction, the flavonoids were mostly in the
free and water-soluble fractions and phenolic acids were mostly in the bound and water-soluble
fractions.
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Figure 2.14: Score plot for nib phenolic fractions.

Figure 2.15: Loading plot for nib phenolic fractions.
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PCA for Shell phenolic fraction (figures 2.16 and 2.17)
The score plot for shell fractions, figure 2.16, shows more distinct separations: again
bound (right) from free (left), and water-soluble from water-insoluble. Again, roasting
temperature seems to have little influence on the difference between samples. The loading plot
indicates that the bound fractions had more phenolic acids and the free fraction fewer. Separation
of alkalized, Alk 60 and 120 (bottom), and non-alkalized Alk 0 (top) indicates there were higher
phenolic contents, especially flavonoids, in non-alkalized shell. The free fractions (left) contained
little phenolic compounds.

Figure 2.16: Score plot for shell phenolic fractions.
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Figure 2.17: Loading plot for shell phenolic fraction.
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PCA for Free phenolic fraction (figures 2.18 to 2.21)
Eigenvalues of the first three components of the PCA for the free phenolic fraction are all
> 1, and <1 from the fourth component on. Thus, the data should be presented by the first three
dimensions: dimension 1 (62.59%), 2 (11.38%), and 3 (9.72% of variance explained).
Once more, roasting temperature had little influence on the differences. Alkalization
drove PC1 in the negative direction, implying that it decreased the content of all phenolic
compounds.
Combing the information given in the three dimensions, in free phenolic fractions, only
the WS fractions of nib and non-alkalized shell contribute to the existence of all of these phenolic
compounds. On the other hand, the WI and shell fractions had few of these compounds.

Figure 2.18: Score plot for free phenolic fractions (Dimensions 1 and 2).
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Figure 2.19: Loading plot for free phenolic fractions (Dimensions 1 and 2).

Figure 2.20: Score plot for free phenolic fractions (Dimensions 1 and 3).
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Figure 2.21: Loading plot for free phenolic fractions (Dimensions 1 and 3).
PCA for Bound phenolic fraction (figures 2.22 and 2.23)
The first two dimensions add up to 83.55% of variance. The score plot (figure 2.22)
shows the greatest separation between WI (left) and WS (right). Again there is a separation
between the alkalized and non-alkalized samples, and between nib and shell. Taking the loading
plot (figure 2.23) into consideration, the nib had greater TPC and content of flavonoids and shell
a greater content of phenolic acids with the exception of ferulic. The non-alkalized nibs contained
higher TPC, quercetin, (-)-epicatechin, (+)-catechin and ferulic acid contents than other phenolic
compounds. Shell contained more bound phenolic acids. It is reasonable that the WI fraction
contained more quercetin because quercetin is not very water soluble (60 mg/L water at 16 °C)
(Seidell 1941).
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Figure 2.22: Score plot for bound phenolic fractions.

Figure 2.23: Loading plot for bound phenolic fractions.
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Summary of PCA
- Overall: TPC, flavonoids, phenolic acids, and unknowns were mainly in the WS fractions.
- Nib fraction: Flavonoids were mainly in the free water-soluble fractions and phenolic acids were
mainly in the bound water-soluble fractions; the WI fractions contained much less of
all the phenolic compounds.
- Shell fraction: Most phenolic compounds were mainly in the bound water-soluble fractions instead
of the free fractions. In bound water soluble fractions (non-alkalized), lower roasting
temperature positively correlated with quercetin, (-)-epicatechin, and TPC.
- Free fraction: Phenolic compounds were mostly concentrated in non-alkalized WS fractions of nib.
- Bound fraction: Quercetin correlated with WI fractions, especially in shell. The other seven
compounds and unknowns were mainly in the WS fractions.
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2.2.6 MANOVA and ANOVA: Effects of Alkalization and Roasting on Cocoa Total
Phenolic Content, Individual Flavonoids and Phenolic Acids
MANOVA
Two numerical factors (alkalization time and roasting temperature, both fixed effect
factors), and three categorical factors (nib vs. shell, free vs. bound, and water soluble vs. water
insoluble, all fixed effects) were included in the MANOVA model to analyze the effects of both
the numerical and categorical factors on the phenolic profile of cocoa. The factors and
abbreviations are shown in Table 2.9. Two-way interactions were also analyzed. Based on the
TYPE III MANOVA (Wilks test) on R studio (data shown in Table 2.10), single factors: (nib vs.
shell), (free vs. bound), (WS vs. WI) showed significant differences (0 < p value < 0.001). These
differences are reasonable because nib and shell are different seed components with different
functions and different chemical compositions; free and bound fractions had different chemistry;
WS and WI fractions are different due to the compound’s solubility, polarity, and other chemical
characteristics. Alkalization and roasting as single numerical factors do not have a significant
effect but all of the categorical factors have significant effects on the phenolic profile of cocoa nib
and shell. There are also six two-way interactions that had significant effects on the phenolic
profile in cocoa, which include alkalization with each categorical factor, and the pairwise
interaction factors among all the categorical factors. Given the significant factors for all the
phenolic compounds shown in MANOVA, ANOVA on individual compounds was conducted.
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Table 2.9: Individual factors on cocoa phenolic profile for statistical analysis

Table 2.10: Type III MANOVA Tests: Wilks test statistics

***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

corrected
Factors
(Intercept)
alk
rst
Individual>
N_S
Factors
F_B
WS_WI
alk:rst
alk:N_S
alk:F_B
alk:WS_WI
Interaction> rst:N_S
Factors rst:F_B
rst:WS_WI
N_S:F_B
N_S:WS_WI
F_B:WS_WI

Df
1
2
2
1
1
1
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

Significance
***
NS
NS
***
***
***
NS
***
***
**
NS
NS
NS
***
***
***

Significance codes: 0 < p value <0.001 ‘***’; 0.001 < p value < 0.01 ‘**’, p value > 0.05 ‘NS’
(Non-Significant).
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ANOVA
ANOVA was conducted to investigate the influence of single factor (roasting
temperature, alkalization time, nib vs. shell, free vs. bound, water soluble vs water insoluble) and
two-way interactions on the concentrations of individual phenolic compounds, TPC and the
unknowns. The log of the concentrations was used as response variables for ANOVA so that a
normal distribution better fit the residuals. Table 2.11 shows the ANOVA results. Alkalization
time (alk) and roasting temperature (rst), as single factors, had no significant effect (p values >
0.1) on any of the dependent variables. For the categorical single factors, there were significant
differences between Nib vs. Shell for quercetin, 4-hydroxybenzoic and protocatechuic acids.
Previous research has shown the nib contains more phenolics such as (+)-catechin and (-)epicatechin (free form) than the shell does (Dreosti 2000; Bradbury and Kopp 2006); however in
this study, no statistically significant difference was shown between nib and shell regarding TPC,
(+)-catechin, or (-)- epicatechin contents. Perhaps because the shell contained a large amount of
bound catechins that contributed to the total amount (free + bound). The significance of Free vs.
Bound on most of the phenolic acids (table 2.11) also supports this idea, based on the previous
PCA, the majority of phenolic acids were in the bound fractions. The last categorical single
factor, WS vs. WI, had significant influence on TPC, quercetin (not very water soluble),
protocatechuic, chlorogenic, p-coumaric, and ferulic acids (they are water soluble), and the
unknown at 10 min, suggesting that the unknown at 10 min was relatively water soluble.
For two-way interactions, none of the factors coupled with roasting temperature had a significant
influence, except for the interaction of roasting temperature and free vs. bound (rst:F_B) on the
unknown at 10 min which had (0.01 < P value <0.05). This suggests that the unknown at 10 min
can be converted to free or bound status during roasting. However, based on the MANOVA
results, the observed effect could simply be a type I error. All interactions that involved
alkalization revealed differences in TPC and flavonoids (except for alk:rst, which was not
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significant in MANOVA), meaning that the influence of alkalization time was different for nib
vs. shell and free vs. bound phenolics. Interactions between N_S:F_B and N_S:WS_WI were
significant for TPC, flavonoids, and 4-hydroxybenzoic acid, implying that whether these
compounds are free or bound, WS or WI, is dependent upon whether they are from nib or shell.
The interaction, F_B:WS_WI shows significance for all of compounds, implying that whether the
compound is likely to be free or bound, is dependent on whether it is water soluble or insoluble.
However, the trend of this relationship might be different for each compound.
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Table 2.11: ANOVA statistics

Factors

(Intercept)
alk
rst
N_S
F_B
WS_WI
alk:rst
alk:N_S
alk:F_B
alk:WS_WI
rst:N_S
rst:F_B
rst:WS_WI
N_S:F_B
N_S:WS_WI
F_B:WS_WI

Df

1
2
2
1
1
1
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

Total:
Phenolics
***
NS
NS
NS
NS
**
NS
**
**
NS
NS
NS
NS
***
**
***

Flavonoids

Unknown:
Compounds

Phenolic:Acids

(+)$Catechin ($)$Epicatechin Quercetin

4$Hydroxybenzoic: Protochatechuic: Chlorogenic: p $Coumaric: Ferulic:
10:min 23.6:min
Acid
Acid
Acid
Acid
Acid

.
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
***
**
*

.
NS
NS
NS
*
NS
NS
***
**
*

NS
NS
NS
**
.
***
NS
***
***
*

***
NS
NS
*
***
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

***
NS
NS
*
NS
***
NS
***
***
NS

*
NS
NS
NS
***
***
NS
NS
NS
NS

*
NS
NS
NS
***
***
NS
**
NS
NS

***
NS
NS
NS
**
***
NS
.
*
*

NS
NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS
***
***
***

NS
NS
NS
***
***
**

NS
NS
NS
***
***
***

NS
NS
NS
***
***
***

NS
NS
NS
***
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
***

NS
NS
NS
NS
**
***

NS
NS
NS
*
***
***

NS
NS
NS
NS
***

***

NS

NS
NS
NS
NS

NS

NS

NS

*

NS

NS
NS
NS

NS

***

Significance (Sig.) codes: 0 < p value < 0.001 ‘***’ ; 0.001 < p value < 0.01 ‘**’; 0.01 < p value < 0.05 ‘*’; 0.05 < p value < 0.1 ‘.’;
0.1 < p value < 1 ‘NS’ (Non-Significant)

.
NS
*

***
NS
***
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2.2.7 Regression Analyses: Effects of Alkalization and Roasting on Total Phenolic Content,
Individual Flavonoids and Phenolic Acids in Cocoa
A quadratic regression analysis of the effects of alkalization time and roasting
temperature on the TPC and each phenolic compound in each cocoa extract fraction was
conducted. Five terms were used in the equation to model the response: alkalization time, roasting
temperature, alkalization time squared, roasting temperature squared, and the linear interaction of
alkalization time and roasting temperature (abbreviated alk, rst, alk2, rst2, and alk*rst,
respectively). Alpha for significance was 0.05. However, the factors that had p value < 0.15 were
kept in the regression equation. The detailed results including equations are shown in Tables C in
Appendix.
When data from all fractions was included in the analyses, MANOVA/ANOVA showed
that the linear main effects of roasting temperature and alkalization time were not significant for
any of the quantified compounds, but regression analysis revealed that both alkalization and
roasting had significant effects on specific compounds within extract fractions. Concentrations of
flavonoids, phenolic acids, and unknowns were higher in the WS fractions (tables 2.6 and 2.7).
Thus, the following regression analyses are focused on the WS fractions only, with the exception
of TPC (higher in WI than WS bound fractions) and quercetin (concentrations were roughly
equivalent in WS and WI), which includes both WS and WI fractions.
Total Phenolic Content (TPC)
Figure 2.24 and table 2.12 show that both alkalization time and roasting temperature
caused a linear decrease in TPC in the NF_WS fraction. For example, there was a 19.9% loss in
TPC due to alkalization for 120 minutes compared to the non-alkalized sample when both were
roasted at 110°C, and 22.7% loss due to roasting at 150°C compared to 110°C without
alkalization. These results are consistent with previous literature showing TPC decreased due to
alkalization (Miller et al. 2008; Stanley et al. 2015) and roasting (Harrington 2011; Jolic et al.
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2011). Neither alkalization time nor roasting temperature had a significant influence on the TPC
in NB_WS fraction.
The influence of alkalization time and roasting temperature were similar for both the free
and bound WS shell fractions. The influence of alkalization time on TPC was nonlinear, with the
greatest decrease observed between 0 and 60 minutes.
TPC in the WI portion of bound fractions of both nib and shell was about twice that in the
WS portion and greater than that in the WI portion of the free fraction (tables 2.6 and 2.7). The
putative identification of components in the WI portion will be discussed in section 2.2.8. Figure
2.26a shows that alkalization time had nonlinear influence on the NF_WI fraction, with the
greatest decrease observed between 0 and 60 minutes. In NB_WI (figure 2.26b), TPC was higher
at longer alkalization time and higher roasting temperature. Given the fact that TPC measured
total reducing capacity, and the fact that Maillard browning co-occurred (depending on
temperature, pH, and moisture content) during cocoa alkalization and roasting, the increase in
TPC in NB_WI fraction could due to the reducing compounds generated by Maillard browning.
Research has found that roasting could generate radical-scavenger compounds during cocoa
roasting; in addition, other roasting products in cocoa have reducing capacities, such as pyrazines,
pyridines, and furans (Delgado-Andrade and Morales 2005; Summa et al. 2008).
About ¾ of the TPC in the shell was in the bound form and was contributed mainly by
the WI fractions (table 2.7). In the free fractions (figure 2.27a), TPC decreased with alkalization
time and was unaffected by roasting temperature. In the bound fractions (figure 2.27b),
alkalization time nonlinearly decreased TPC, with the greatest decreased observed between 0 and
60 minutes. On the other hand, TPC was slightly higher at higher roasting temperature for the
bound WI fraction.
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Figure 2.24: Contour plot for Total Phenolic Content (TPC) in NF_WS.
Table 2.12: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound TPC (WS) in cocoa nib.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
NF_WS
y = 72.03 - 0.0708 alk - 0.2481 rst
86.9% 0.001
NB_WS
N/A (all terms have p-value ≥ 0.15)
N/A
N/A
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.

Figure 2.25: Contour plot for Total Phenolic Content (TPC) in SF_WS (a) and SB_WS (b).
Table 2.13: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound TPC (WS) in cocoa shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
SF_WS
y = 18.24 - 0.3610 alk - 0.0475 rst + 0.001612 alk2 +
99.8% 0.000
0.000581 alk*rst
SB_WS
y = 23.23 - 0.2676 alk - 0.0304 rst + 0.001344 alk2
99.3% 0.000
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.
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Figure 2.26: Contour plot for Total Phenolic Content (TPC) in NF_WI (a) and NB_WI (b).
Table 2.14: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound TPC (WI) in cocoa nib.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
NF_WI
y = 15.13 - 0.1993 alk + 0.0373 rst + 0.00063 alk2
98.5% 0.000
NB_WI
y = 3.56 + 0.0259 alk + 0.2409 rst
88.5% 0.001
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.

Figure 2.27: Main effects plot for Total Phenolic Content (TPC) in SF_WI (a) and contour plot
for SB_WI (b).
Table 2.15: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound TPC (WI) in cocoa shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
SF_WI
y = 3.3 - 0.08247 alk + 0.000459 alk2
94.3% 0.000
SB_WI

y = 24.21 - 0.258 alk + 0.0867 rst + 0.001659 alk2 0.000671 alk*rst

99.7%

0.000

Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.
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(-)-Epicatechin
Consistent with previous studies (Andres-Lacueva et al. 2008; Stanley et al. 2015), (-)epicatechin concentration decreased with increasing roasting temperature (figures 2.28 and table
2.16). However, contrary to published reports, alkalization time did not affect (-)-epicatechin
content. This may be a result of the relatively mild alkalization treatment of the nib in the current
study. As observed for TPC, (-)-epicatechin content in NB_WS was not significantly influenced
by either alkalization time or roasting temperature.
Figure 2.29 and table 2.17 show the effects of alkalization time and roasting temperature
on (-)-epicatechin content in shell (SF_WS and SB_WS). Again, alkalization time was the main
influencing factor and had the greatest effect between 0 and 60 minutes.
(+)-Catechin
The influence of alkalization time and roasting temperature on the concentration of (+)catechin is complex. An increase of (+)-catechin (figure 2.30 and table 2.18) and decrease of (-)epicatechin (figure 2.28 and table 2.16) with increasing alkalization time and roasting temperature
as observed initially in the NF_WS fraction could be expected due to epimerization of (-)epicatechin into (+)-catechin, a more stable form (Andres-Lacueva et al. 2008; Stanley et al.
2015). However, at the longest alkalization times and the highest roasting temperatures, it appears
that (+)-catechin was degraded and the concentration began to decline. Again, the alkalization time
and roasting temperature did not significantly affect the bound (+)-catechin content in the nib.
In the current study, the cocoa shell received a much more aggressive alkalization
treatment as evidenced by the much higher pH and darker color. Consequently, the (+)-catechin
content in SF_WS decreased rapidly with alkalization time between 0 and 60 minutes (Figure
2.31a). Alkalization also decreased (+)-catechin content in SB__WS, with the greatest decrease
observed from 0 to 60 minutes (figure 2.31b). Roasting temperature had only a minor effect on
the (+)-catechin content in SB_WS fraction.
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Figure 2.28: Main effects plot for (-)-epicatechin content in NF_WS.
Table 2.16: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound (-)-epicatechin content (WS) content in cocoa nib.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
NF_WS
y = 3942 – 20.56 rst
53.4% 0.016
NB_WS
N/A (all terms have p-value ≥ 0.15)
N/A
N/A
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05.

Figure 2.29: Contour plots for (-)-epicatechin content in SF_WS (a) and SB_WS (b).
Table 2.17: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound (-)-epicatechin (WS) content in cocoa shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
SF_WS
y = 683 – 10.62 alk – 3.317 rst + 0.0349 alk2 + 0.0334 97.5%
0.000
alk*rst
SB_WS
y = 282.4 – 4.211 alk – 1.118 rst + 0.015337 alk2 +
99.5%
0.000
0.01019 alk*rst
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.
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Figure 2.30: Contour plot for (+)-catechin content in NF_WS.
Table 2.18: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound (+)-catechin (WS) content in cocoa nib.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
NF_WS
y = -1113 + 31.2 alk + 11.04 rst – 0.051 alk2 – 0.1766 alk*rst 84.7%
0.029
NB_WS
N/A (all terms have p-value ≥ 0.15)
N/A
N/A
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15; underlined
terms have p ≥ 0.15 (not significant) but are retained in equation to maintain a hierarchical model.

Figure 2.31: Main effects plot for (+)-catechin content in SF_WS (a) and contour plot for (+)catechin content in SB_WS (b).
Table 2.19: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound (+)-catechin (WS) content in cocoa shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
SF_WS
y = 39.97 – 0.953 alk + 0.00544 alk2
91.1%
0.000
SB_WS

y = 524 – 1.8308 alk – 6.34 rst + 0.008972 alk2 +
0.02373 rst2

99.5%

0.000

Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.
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Quercetin
Due to its limited water solubility, quercetin was found in both the water soluble and
insoluble fractions in nearly equal amounts (tables 2.6 and 2.7), and results are presented for both.
However, the influence of alkalization time and roasting temperature should be similar regardless
of which fraction, WS or WI, the quercetin ended up in after extraction, though one might still
anticipate a difference in amount between the free and bound forms.
For NF_WS (Figure 2.32), quercetin content was higher at higher roasting temperature
lower at longer alkalization time, with their greatest effects observed from 0 to 60 minutes.
Quercetin content in the NB_WS was unaffected by alkalization time or roasting temperature. For
SF_WS (figure 2.33a), similar to NF_WS, quercetin content was higher at higher roasting
temperature, but the main influencing factor here was alkalization time, with greatest decrease
observe from 0 to 60 minutes. Quercetin in the SB_WS (figure 2.33b) was affected mainly by
alkalization time, with the greatest decrease observed between 0 to 60 minutes.
Similar to NF_WS and SF_WS, quercetin content in NF_WI fraction was increased by
roasting (but with a quadratic manner) and decreased by alkalization (figure 2.34a). The reason
for higher quercetin content at higher temperature in NF_WS, SF_WS, and NF_WI may be that
degradation by alkali is greater when the moisture content is higher and, therefore, less
degradation occurs at higher temperatures where the beans dry more quickly.
In NB_WI (figure 2.34b), longer alkalization time and higher roasting temperature both
increased quercetin content, although the absolute amounts are quite small. In SF_WI (figure
2.34a), alkalization time was the only influencing factor and it had a nonlinear effect on quercetin
content, causing the greatest decrease from 0 to 60 minutes, though again, the absolute quantities
are quite low. In SB_WI (figure 2.35b), similar to TPC, (-)-epicatechin, (+)-catechin, and
quercetin in the SB_WS fractions, the major influencing factor was alkalization time that caused
major decrease of quercetin content in the first 60 minutes. It appears that the contents of bound
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flavonoids were reduced by prolonged alkalization time in shell but not in nib. The shell received
stronger alkalization than nib, as evidenced by the much higher pH, so these bound flavonoids
were more readily degraded either directly or after they were partially released by alkalization
compared to those in nib.
In general, the concentrations of quercetin, both in WS and WI fractions, were very low,
the changes in concentrations were also small although they were statistical significances.
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Figure 2.32: Contour plots for quercetin content in NF_WS.
Table 2.20: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound quercetin (WS) content in cocoa nib.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
NF_WS
y = -23.85 + 0.2346 alk + 0.2505 rst – 0.00212 alk*rst 96.2% 0.000
NB_WS
N/A (p value equation > 0.05)
N/A
0.125 (NS)
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05.

Figure 2.33: Contour plots for quercetin content in SF_WS (a) and SB_WS (b).
Table 2.21: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound quercetin (WS) content in cocoa shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
SF_WS
y = -1.62 – 0.0658 alk + 0.0547 rst + 0.000756 alk2 99.0% 0.000
- 0.000535 alk*rst
SB_WS
y = 3.693 – 0.05721 alk – 0.01116 rst + 0.000251
99.4% 0.000
alk2 + 0.000085 alk*rst
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.
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Figure 2.34: Contour plots for quercetin content in NF_WI (a) and NB_WI (b).
Table 2.22: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free
and bound quercetin (WI) content in cocoa nib.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
NF_WI
y = 31.9 + 0.0505 alk – 0.543 rst + 0.000199 alk2
97.8%
0.002
+ 0.002569 rst2 - 0.000859 alk*rst
NB_WI
y = -1.04 + 0.00296 alk + 0.01297 rst
76.9%
0.006
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.

Figure 2.35: Main effects plot for quercetin content in SF_WI (a) and Contour plot for quercetin
content in SB_WI (b).
Table 2.23: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free
and bound quercetin (WI) content in cocoa shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
SF_WI
y = 0.854 – 0.02112 alk + 0.000117 alk2
70.4%
0.014
y = 5.994 – 0.07062 alk – 0.01807 rst + 0.000378 alk2
95.9%
0.000
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.
SB_WI
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Overview: Effects of Alkalization Time and Roasting Temperature on Phenolic Acids
The majority of phenolic acids were observed in the NB_WS fraction. However, the
amounts of p-coumaric acid, ferulic acid, (+)-catechin, (-)-epicatechin, quercetin in the NB_WS
fraction were not affected by the alkalization and roasting treatments. This supports the
hypothesis that bound phenolics are less affected during alkalization and roasting processes. On
the other hand, the amounts of protocatechuic and chlorogenic acid in NB_WS were higher when
roasting temperature increased. Again, it is possible that there was less phenolic degradation at
higher roasting temperature due to more rapid drying.
In the shell fractions, the content of all phenolic compounds, including TPC, in SB_WS
and some in SF_WS fractions were reduced as alkalization time increased. Here the alkali usage
rate was 0.0002 mol/g, close to the reported alkali usage rate of 0.0004 to 0.06 mol/g for
liberation of bound phenolics. Alkalization may have had a different effect in shell vis-à-vis nib
since the shell was more highly alkalized. As a result, some of the bound phenolics may have
been liberated by this process, then to undergo degradation. However, the trend of changes in
each phenolic compound and each extract fraction was unique, so no general conclusion can be
made to describe the effect of alkalization time or roasting temperature on phenolic acids in
cocoa. Take into consideration that cocoa alkalization and roasting involve complex reactions
such as Maillard browning which the phenolic compounds in cocoa could be associated with, the
concentration changes of each phenolics can be complicated.
Although the concentration of free phenolic acids in cocoa was very low compared to
bound phenolic acids, some trends due to processes were still observed. Following is the
discussion of the effects of alkalization and roasting on WS fractions for each phenolic
compound.
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4-Hydroxybenzoic Acid
4-Hydroxybenzoic acid was found in greater concentrations in the bound form than the
free form in both nib and shell (tables 2.6 and 2.7).
Table 2.24 shows 4-hydroxybenzoic acid in the NF_WS fraction was unaffected by
alkalization time and roasting temperature. For NB_WS, 4-hydroxybenzoic acid content was
higher at higher roasting temperature, especially at higher roasting temperature and longer
alkalization time.
Figure 2.37 and table 2.25 show for SF_WS, 4-hydroxybenzoic acid content was
decreased by increasing alkalization time and there were more 4-hydrxybenozic acid at higher
roasting temperature. Again, this could be due to the reason that less moisture content present at
higher temperature and less degradation caused by alkalization. For SB_WS, content of 4hydroxybenzoic acid was unaffected by alkalization time and roasting temperature in this study.
Protocatechuic Acid
In a like manner to 4-hydroxybenzoic acid, it is also shown that the concentration of 4hydroxybenoizc acid was higher at high temperature and short alkalization time in the NF_WS
fraction, suggesting that increasing roasting temperature appears to have mitigated the
degradation of protocatechuic acid (Figure 2.38 and table 2.26). There was also higher content of
4-hydroxybenzoic acid in the NB_WS fractions. In a manner similar to other compounds,
alkalization time had a significant effect on protocatechuic acid content in both SF_WS and
SB_WS fractions, with the greatest decrease from 0 to 60 minutes (Figure 2.39 and table 2.27).
The decrease of 4-hydroxybenzoic in shell is likely due to degradation caused by alkalization on
free forms directly and/or after partially liberated from the bound form.
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Figure 2.36: Contour plot for 4-hydroxybenzoic acid in NB_WS.
Table 2.24: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound 4-hydroxybenzoic acid (WS) content in cocoa nib.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
NF_WS
N/A (p value of equation > 0.05)
N/A
0.085 (NS)
NB_WS
y = -663 – 13.12 alk + 10.24 rst + 0.1119 alk*rst
89.8%
0.002
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.

Figure 2.37: Contour plot for 4-hydroxybenoic acid content in SF_WS.
Table 2.25: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound 4-hydroxybenoic acid (WS) content in cocoa shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
SF_WS
y = -219.4 – 0.365 alk + 2.541 rst
78.1%
0.005
SB_WS

N/A (p value of equation > 0.05)

N/A

0.099 (NS)

Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.
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Figure 2.38: Contour plot for protocatechuic acid content in NF_WS (a) and main effects plot for
protocatechuic acid content in NB_WS (b).
Table 2.26: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound protocatechuic acid (WS) content in cocoa nib.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
NF_WS
y = -571.6 + 0.486 alk + 9.23 rst + 0.001345 alk2 –
99.1%
0.000
0.03163 rst2 – 0.00822 alk*rst
NB_WS
y = -64 + 2.423 rst
50.0%
0.022
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.

Figure 2.39: Contour plot for protocatechuic acid content in SF_WS (a) and main effects plot for
protocatechuic acid content in SB_WS (b).
Table 2.27: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound protocatechuic acid (WS) content in cocoa shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
SF_WS
y = 51.04 – 1.711 alk + 0.203 rst + 0.010722 alk2 –
99.8%
0.000
0.001525 alk*rst
SB_WS
y = 371.56 – 3.704 alk + 0.01845 alk2
97.8%
0.000
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.
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Chlorogenic Acid
Again, chlorogenic acid was more concentrated in bound than in free fractions in both nib
and shell as shown in tables 2.6 and 2.7.
Figure 2.40 and table 2.28 show the content of chlorogenic acid decreased with
alkalization time and roasting temperature in the NF_WS fraction, possibly due to degradation.
For NB_WS, chlorogenic acid content was not significantly affected by alkalization time or
roasting temperature.
Figure 2.41 and table 2.29 show the content of chlorogenic acid initially decreased with
alkalization time from 0 to 60 minutes in SF_WS, possibly due to degradation. Starting from 60
minutes, an interaction effect between alkalization time and roasting temperature began to take
place and the concentration of chlorogenic acid was higher at higher roasting temperature and
longer alkalization. Content of chlorogenic acid in SB_WS was decreased by prolonged
alkalization time. The initial decrease in SF_WS might be dominated by degradation. The later
increased in SF_WS and decreased in SB_WS might suggest that the bound chlorogenic acid
started to be liberated by alkalization. The effect of alkalization time and roasting on the content
of chlorogenic acid could be more complex as there would be degradation and possible
conversion of phenolic acids. According to Boerjan et al. (2003), chlorogenic is an ester of (-)quinc acid and caffeic acid that is involved in lignin biosynthesis. As alkalization and roasting
taking place, complicated chemical changes/phenolic compound conversion could happen that
caused the change in concentration. However, the overall changes were small although these are
statistically significant.
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Figure 2.40: Contour plots for chlorogenic acid content in NF_WS.
Table 2.28: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound chlorogenic acid (WS) content in cocoa nib.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
NF_WS
y = -153.1 - 0.042 alk + 2.9 rst - 0.01183 rst2
84.2%
0.008
NB_WS
N/A (p value of equation > 0.05)
N/A
0.052 (NS)
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15; underlined
terms have p ≥ 0.15 (not significant) but are retained in equation to maintain a hierarchical model.

Figure 2.41: Contour plots for chlorogenic acid content in SF_WS (a) and SB_WS (b).
Table 2.29: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound chlorogenic acid (WS) content in cocoa shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
SF_WS
y = 31.15 – 0.52 alk - 0.083 rst + 0.001471 alk2 +
89.7%
0.011
0.002245 alk*rst
SB_WS
y = 258.4 – 0.1071 alk – 3.01 rst + 0.01184 rst2
83.9%
0.009
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15; underlined
terms have p ≥ 0.15 (not significant) but are retained in equation to maintain a hierarchical model.
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p-Coumaric Acid
Figure 2.42a shows that p-coumaric acid content was decreased by roasting and increased
by alkalization in NF_WS fraction. Figure 2.42b shows that p-coumaric acid content was only
affected by alkalization and the content was increased from 0 to 60 minutes and decreased from
60 to 120 minutes in NB_WS. However, the regression equation of NB_WS had p value a little
bit larger than 0.15 (table 2.30), suggesting that the effects of alkalization time on p -coumaric
acid in NB_WS might not be significant.
Figure 2.43a and table 2.31 show that alkalization was again the major influence factor
with greatest decrease of p-coumaric acid content from 0 to 60 minutes in SF_WS. In SB_WS,
only alkalization had significant effect that nonlinearly decreased p-coumaric acid content.
To compare in free fractions, p-coumaric acid content was increased by alkalization in
nib but decreased by alkalization in shell. As p-coumaric acid (a.k.a monohydroxycinnamic acid)
is a hydroxyl derivative of cinnamic acid, it might be interchangeable with other
hydroxycinnamic acid derivatives, such as dihydroxycinamic acids, methylated cinnamic acids,
etc. However, these conversion or conditions for conversions are unknown. The possibility of
chemical conversion may help support the idea that the phenolic compositions in nib and shell are
different so the trend of the change of p-coumaric acid content was different in nib and shell. In
addition, as previously mentioned, in Section 2.2.3, the peak for p-coumaric in HPLC may
include co-eluted unknown compound(s), which would interfere with the analysis of change of pcoumaric acid content.
It is important to notice that for the p-coumaric acid, the amounts and amount changes
caused by alkalization and roasting of the free fraction in both nib and shell were small although
the changes were statistically significant. On the contrary, the amount and amount change for
SB_WS were both relatively large.
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Figure 2.42: Contour plot for p-coumaric acid content in NF_WS.
Table 2.30: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound p-coumaric acid (WS) content in cocoa nib.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
NF_WS
y = 2.07 + 0.0654 alk – 0.0031 rst – 0.000455 alk*rst
78.1% 0.021
NB_WS
N/A (p value of equation > 0.05)
N/A
0.200 (NS)
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.

Figure 2.43: Contour plot for p-coumaric acid content in SF_WS (a) and main effects plot for pcoumaric acid content in SB_WS (b).
Table 2.31: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound p-coumaric acid (WS) content in cocoa shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
SF_WS
y = -11.11 – 0.05991 alk + 0.209 rst + 0.000342 alk2 –
96.4%
0.001
0.000789 rst2
SB_WS
y = 44.68 – 0.3328 alk + 0.001043 alk2
97.4%
0.000
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15; underlined
terms have p ≥ 0.15 (not significant) but are retained in equation to maintain a hierarchical model.
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Ferulic Acid
Table 2.32 shows that alkalization time and roasting temperature had no significant influence
on the content of ferulic acid in NF_WS and NB_WS. Similar to TPC, (-)-epicatechin, and (+)catechin, ferulic acid content in NB_WS was again not significantly affected by alkalization time or
roasting temperature. This is possible that ferulic acid was not affected by these processes, or as
previously discussed, potential chemical conversions of phenolic compounds in nib during
alkalization and roasting caused both degradation and formation of ferulic acid which ended with
with no total change. This might explain the changes in shell.
Figure 2.44 and table 2.33 show that alkalization linearly increased ferulic acid content in
SF_WS. As ferulic acid (a.k.a. 3-methoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid) being a derivative of
hydroxycinnamic acid, there is a possibility that these derivatives and the phenolic compound could
undergo complicated chemical reactions during alkalization and roasting, and might have generated
ferulic acid by conversion of other substances. In SB_WS, alkalization was the major influence factor
on ferulic acid content with the greatest decrease from 0 to 60 minutes. The increase of free ferulic
acid content and decrease of bound ferulic content by alkalization in shell may suggest that bound
ferulic acid was partially liberated by alkalization. The loss of bound ferulic acid can also be due to
degradation, conversion into other phenolic compounds or consumption for Maillard browning. It has
been shown that phenolic acids are involved in Maillard browning. For instance, Jiang and Peterson
(2008) showed that ferulic acid in whole grain affected Maillard browning which affected flavor
formation. Therefore, the ferulic acid in cocoa might also participate in Maillard browning and caused
the reduction of ferulic acid content in SB_WS fraction.
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Table 2.32: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound ferulic acid (WS) content in cocoa nib.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
NF_WS
N/A (p value of equation > 0.05)
N/A
0.143 (NS)
NB_WS
N/A (all terms have p-value ≥ 0.15)
N/A
N/A

Figure 2.44: Main effects plot for ferulic acid content in SF_WS (a) and contour plot for ferulic
acid content in SB_WS (b).
Table 2.33: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound ferulic acid (WS) content in cocoa shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
SF_WS
y = 0.5993 + 0.003131 alk
65.3%
0.005
SB_WS

y = 41.7 – 0.7236 alk – 0.1328 rst + 0.003017 alk2 +
0.001236 alk*rst

99.8%

0.000

Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.
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Unknowns
Similar to the phenolic acids, both the unknowns at 10 and 23.6 min were more abundant
in the WS fractions (tables 2.6 and 2.7).
AUC of unknown at 10 min was decreased by alkalization in NF_WS, but unaffected in
NB_WS behaving similarly to some other phenolic compounds that the they were unaffected in
bound fractions (figure 2.45 and table 2.34). AUC of the unknown in SF_WS was also unaffected
by alkalization time and roasting temperature (table 2.35). For SB_WS, AUC of the unknown at
10 min was increased by alkalization time (figure 2.46). The different trend of the AUC of
unknown at 10 min in nib and shell caused by both alkalization time and roasting temperature
may suggest that the unknown at 10 min underwent different chemical changes due to different
matrices it was in, or unknown at 10 contained more than one compounds which co-eluted at the
same time.
For the unknown at 23.6 min in nib, alkalization time and roasting temperature had no
significant influence in NF_WS fraction (table 2.36). For NB_WS (figure 2.47), AUC of
unknown at 23.6 was higher at higher roasting temperature; alkalization increased AUC at the
initial stage (from 0 to 60 minutes) and decreased AUC from 60 to 120 minutes.
For the unknown at 23.6 min in shell (figure 2.48 and table 2.37), alkalization time was the main
influence factor in SF_WS, with major increased in AUC of unknown at 23.6 min from 60 to 120
minutes. However, the actual amount and amount of change in SF_WS were very small although
the effect of alkalization time was statistically significant. On the contrary, in the SB_WS
fraction, the unknown was effected by neither alkalization time nor roasting temperature in
SB_WS as in NB_WS. This different trend may again suggest that this unknown compound(s)
underwent different chemical changes due to different matrices. In addition, the unknown at 23.6
co-eluted with p-coumaric acid, and this would interfere with the changes of the unknown cause
by alkalization time and roasting temperature.
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Figure 2.45: Main effects plot for unknown at 10 min (AUC) in NF_WS.
Table 2.34: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on
unknown at 10 min (WS) in free and bound fractions in cocoa nib.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
NF_WS
y = 22.19 – 0.401 alk + 0.00241 alk2
65.1%
0.025
NB_WS
N/A (p value of equation > 0.05)
N/A
0.073 (NS)
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.

Figure 2.46: Main effects plot for unknown at 10 min (AUC) in SB_WS.
Table 2.35: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on
unknown at 10 min (WS) in free and bound fractions in cocoa shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
SF_WS
N/A (p value of equation > 0.05)
N/A
0.065 (NS)
SB_WS
y = 117.3 + 0.753 alk
72.9% 0.002
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05
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Figure 2.47: Contour plots for unknown at 23.6 min (AUC) in NB_WS.
Table 2.36: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on unknown at
23.6 min (WS) in free and bound fractions in cocoa nib.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
NF_WS
N/A (p value of equation > 0.05)
N/A
0.090 (NS)
2
NB_WS
y = 30.53 + 0.0942 alk + 0.1445 rst – 0.001161 alk
86.2% 0.005
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.

Figure 2.48: Contour plot for unknown at 23.6 min (AUC) in SF_WS.
Table 2.37: Regression analysis of the effects of whole bean alkalization and roasting on free and
bound 23.6 min (WS) in cocoa shell.
Cocoa
Regression Equation
R2
p-value
Component
SF_WS
y = -0.026 + 0.000211 alk + 0.0002 rst + 0.000018 alk2 98.3%
0.000
- 0.00001 alk*rst
SB_WS
N/A (all terms have p-value ≥ 0.15)
N/A
N/A
Note: In equation, bold terms have p value < 0.05; non-bold terms have 0.05 ≤ p value < 0.15.
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2.2.8 Putative Identification of Bound Water Insoluble (WI) Fraction
In the bound fractions, the mass of the WI (~75%) compounds was greater than that of
the WS (~25%) compounds, therefore, the identity of compounds in the WI portion of the bound
fraction was further investigated. Despite having a lesser amount of those compounds quantified
by HPLC, with the exception of quercetin (tables 2.6 and 2.7), the Folin-Ciocalteu values of the
WI portion of the bound fractions exceeded that of the WS fractions. This implies that there must
be other reducing compounds in the WI bound fractions that were not identified.
The FT-IR spectra of the WI bound fractions are shown in Figure 2.49. Overall,
processing treatments affected these spectra very little for either nib or shell, suggesting that the
alkalization and roasting temperature had little influence on these compounds. The major
functional groups were at 3000 – 2842 cm-1 (C-H stretch: CH3, -CH2, and –OCH3 aromatic) and
1710 – 1705 cm-1 (C=O stretch in conjugated ketone, carbonyl and ester groups) regions (Faix
1991; Boeriu et al. 2004). Major differences in intensities between the nib and shell also exist in
these two regions, where signals are stronger in nib. This may indicate WI bound fractions from
cocoa nib contained more functional groups of C-H and C=O stretches than those from WI bound
fractions of cocoa shell.
The WI bound fraction is a complex matrix which may contain may different compounds,
so the identity of this fraction is difficult to fully understand based on the FR-IR spectra.
However, based on comparison with the FT-IR spectra of lignins in plants, such as wheat straw,
sisal, abaca, hemp, jute, and flax (Boeriu et al. 2004), and other woods (Faix 1991) in the
literature, it appears that lignins are present in the WI bound fractions. Lignin is a complex high
molecular weight polymer that supports the formation of cell walls (Martone et al. 2009). Table
2.38 shows that a few major bands identified in lignins were observed in the cocoa WI bound
fractions: 3000 – 2842, 1710 – 1705, 1518, and 1376 – 1369 cm-1 (bands selected with arrows in
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figure 2.49). Furthermore, the hydrolysis was able to cleave off ether bonds as previously
discussed. Lignin also contains ether linkages (Yang et al. 2016). Therefore, lignin fragments
may have been cleaved off by the breakage of ether bonds during hydrolysis. The region at 1300
to 1000 cm-1 is not well resolved possibly due to the complex composition of the WI bound
fractions and thus is hard to identify bands that match with lignins. Therefore, the identification
of lignins and other compounds in the WI bound fraction is still putative.
In summary, here are the four facts that may suggest the existence of lignin fragments in
the WI fractions in cocoa:
1. Lignin is water insoluble;
2. WI fraction shows reducing power;
3. FT-IR spectrum of WI fractions shows some functional groups of lignin fragments (CH and C=O stretch, aromatic skeletal vibrations, phenolic O-H and aliphatic C-H in
methyl groups);
4. Base hydrolysis could cleave ether bonds in lignin.
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Table 2.38: Comparison of typical functional groups in lignins (of non-wood, hardwood,
softwood) and WI bound fractions from cocoa

Wavenumber*
cm,1*
3460 – 3410
broad band
3000 – 2842
1738 – 1705
1605, 1515, 1426
1470 – 1460
1430 – 1422
1375 – 1365
(weak signal)
1330 – 1325
1270 – 1266
1230 – 1215
1166
1035 – 1030
925 – 915
835 – 834

Functional*Groups*in*Lignins*
O-H stretch in phenolic and aliphatic
groups
C-H stretch in methyl and methylene
groups, and in aromatic methoxyl group
C=O stretch in conjugated ketones,
carbonyl and
ester groups (carbohydrate origin)
aromatic skeletal vibrations
C-H deformation combined with
aromatic ring vibration
aromatic skeletal vibrations combined
with C-H in-plane deformation
phenolic O-H and aliphatic C-H in
methyl groups
syringyl ring plus guaiacyl ring
condensed
guaiacyl ring and C=O stretch
C-C plus C-O plus C=O stretching
C=O in ester groups (conjugated)
aromatic C-H in-plane deformation; plus
C-O deformation in primary alcohols,
plus C=O stretch (unconjugated)
C-H out-of-plane; aromatic
C-H out-of-plane

Existence*in*Cocoa*WI*
bound*Fractions*
Possible
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Possible
Possible
Complex region
Complex region
Complex region
Complex region

Wavenumber and corresponding functional groups in lignins are summarized from the literature
(Faix 1991; Boeriu et al. 2004)
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Figure 2.49: FT-IR spectra of bound phenolics–water insoluble fractions in nib (a) and shell (b)
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2.3 Conclusions
The aim of this study was to first investigate whether cocoa nib and shell contain
significant amounts of bound phenolics similar to other plant materials, such as grains and coffee
beans. In addition, the study incorporated the investigation of the effects of two commerciallyimportant processing factors, alkalization and roasting, to study their individual and combined
effects on the free and bound phenolics in cocoa nib and shell. Here it was demonstrated that
treatment with 62.5 mM NaOH was able to liberate bound phenolics in cocoa samples. Three
flavonoids ((-)-epicatechin, (+)-catechin, and quercetin), five phenolic acids (4-hydroxybenzoic,
protocatechuic, chlorogenic, ferulic, and p-coumaric acids) were identified and quantified in free
and bound fractions of both cocoa nib and shell. There were significant differences in both quality
and quantity of phenolic compounds between free and bound fractions. Some phenolic
compounds existed in a significant amount in the bound form. (-)-Epicatechin existed mainly in
the free state, but the amount of bound (+)-catechin was equivalent to that in the free state in
cocoa nib and was triple that in the free state in the shell. The phenolic acids were more abundant
in bound states, contributing from 73 to 98% of total phenolic acids in both the nib and the shell.
This finding may help explain the putative health benefits and antioxidant capacity of cocoa
dietary fiber.
The flavan-3-ol monomers followed the previously reported trend that during alkalization
free (-)-epicatechin is epimerized into (+)-catechin. Maximum increase (412%) of (+)-catechin
occurs at A120_R110 in this study. By contrast, the TPC, (-)-epicatechin and (+)-catechin content
in the water soluble bound fractions in nib were not significantly affected by these treatments.
This implies that these bound phenolics were less susceptible to the processing methods
compared to the free states. For phenolic acids that are bound, which were the form that they
were most concentrated in, they behaved differently in nib and shell. In shell, on the other hands,
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a decreasing trend of all phenolic compounds identified in this study by prolonged alkalization
has been seen in the SB_WS fraction. This decrease could be due to partial liberation of these
bound phenolics during alkalization, decomposition, or conversion into other compounds. The
concentration changes in other fractions were very specific due to the fact that many complicated
reactions co-occur during alkalization and roasting. The main takeaway information from this
study is that there was a large amount of bound phenolics in cocoa that survived the alkalization
and roasting process, which previous research has overlooked, and that may be responsible for the
health effect of cocoa. Future studies can be continued to further understand the chemistry of
these phenolic compounds during cocoa alkalization and roasting.

2.4 Future Directions
The results of this study are limited to a single variety of cacao, and it would be advisable
to extend the work to more varieties before generalizing them. A broader sample set may permit
linking tree genetics to phenolic profile ad content. The alkalization processes used in this study,
while appropriate for the objectives, were atypical of those employed in the industry. Future work
should be carried out in which nib and shell are alkalized and roasted separately, with the nib
alkalized both before and after roasting and as cocoa powder. Alternatively, whole bean roasting
would be conducted first, followed by separation of nib and shell, and finally alkalization of
nib/nib cake/cocoa liquor/cocoa powder and shell separately. This way would eliminate extreme
alkalization of shell and improve penetration of alkali in nib, which would be a closer to the
industrial approach. A better non-alkalized control would include soaking the beans in water for
the same amount of time as in the alkali solution followed by drying and 85 °C as was done for
alkalized samples. Further identification on the two unknowns could be done as well.
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This study demonstrated the effects of alkalization time and roasting temperature on
concentrations of phenolic compounds in different fractions of cocoa extracts. It would be
beneficial to further study the detailed chemical changes occurring during the processes
responsible for the change in concentrations. Since there were generally more bound phenolic
acids in cocoa, it would be wise to study the identify of other phenolic acids in cocoa and study
their changes caused by alkalization and roasting. Understanding the trend of more phenolic acids
may help unravel the chemical changes during alkalization and roasting as some phenolic acids
maybe interchangeable or correlated under certain circumstances.
Future studies could be undertaken to determine what the phenolics in cocoa are bound
to, utilizing different hydrolysis methods such as enzymes to target different bonds. Future work
can also be undertaken to determine how the these bound phenolics are metabolized in in vivo
studies, i.e. identify the metabolites, study the biological effects upon consumption, etc.
Oligomeric and polymeric proanthocyanidins are the most abundant phenolic compounds in
cocoa, but due to lack of standards for identification on HPLC, these highly polymerized
proanthocyanidins were not investigated for their bound status. It might also be valuable to study
if there are any bound highly polymerized proanthocyanidins and their changes caused by
industrial processing, including fermentation, drying, alkalization, and roasting. Especially,
research can be extended from cocoa beans to final product, chocolate. Since there are different
varieties of cocoa bean and different growing condition, it could be beneficial to study the bound
phenolics in other kinds of cocoa beans.
Research on how the bound cocoa phenolics affect human health can be conducted to
determine if they elicit similar biological effect as the free phenolics. Further studies on whether
the health benefits of cocoa dietary fiber are associated with bound phenolics is also worthy of
investigation. Finally, research to determine if bound phenolics influence sensory properties in
the same manner as free phenolics would be worthwhile.
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APPENDIX: Raw Data
Table A: Individual phenolic content in the cocoa nib and shell (µg/g defatted sample for all except for TPC: mg ECE/g defatted sample)
Cocoa$Nib
alk$ rst$
(min) (°C)

(9)9
(9)9
(9)9
(9)9
TPC$ (+)9catechin$ (+)9catechin$ (+)9catechin$ (+)9catechin$
quercetin$
epicatechin$ epicatechin$ epicatechin$ epicatechin$
NB_WI
NF_WS
NF_WI
NB_WS
NB_WI
NF_WS
NF_WS
NF_WI
NB_WS
NB_WI

TPC$
NF_WS

TPC$
NF_WI

TPC$
NB_WS

110
130
150
110
130
130
150
110
130
150

43.26
42.29
33.42
43.65
36.64
33.00
29.58
34.66
30.03
28.80

18.68
20.94
20.34
10.96
9.77
9.50
10.96
3.72
5.18
6.54

13.67
17.23
14.36
17.26
12.60
12.67
15.08
15.90
14.88
16.22

alk$ rst$
(min) (°C)

TPC$
SF_WS

TPC$
TPC$
TPC$SB_WS
SF_WI
SB_WI

0
0
0
60
60
60
60
120
120
120

0
0
0
60
60
60
60
120
120
120

110
130
150
110
130
130
150
110
130
150

13.18
12.10
10.89
0.72
0.79
0.43
0.99
0.65
1.25
1.15

3.33
2.46
4.11
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.01

19.54
20.07
18.21
9.39
7.72
7.44
7.68
6.81
6.55
6.20

27.83
37.76
39.68
30.56
36.44
37.00
40.45
35.09
37.23
42.26

34.07
35.15
37.23
19.53
20.92
20.53
22.01
18.48
16.98
18.42

159.88
283.08
523.07
442.05
758.41
717.69
616.64
819.06
581.54
334.80

2.74
3.24
9.45
4.32
4.59
5.02
11.20
3.21
1.98
5.90

122.63
246.52
149.71
484.94
128.90
113.33
244.06
198.88
202.45
352.96

3.09
1509.79
4.73
1385.91
4.44
1168.75
7.67
1630.86
1.63
1713.76
1.17
1664.19
7.69
734.08
4.35
1599.07
6.15
906.84
4.61
369.13
Cocoa$Shell

30.69
17.65
20.33
17.82
10.42
11.55
14.76
6.67
3.33
6.34

112.85
266.44
111.18
377.40
135.96
119.54
145.34
134.82
135.96
212.09

3.46
5.09
3.44
6.30
1.21
1.00
4.05
3.12
4.01
2.72

3.97
7.29
14.29
4.52
6.32
6.54
8.86
3.20
4.26
3.33

(9)9
(9)9
(9)9
(9)9
(+)9catechin$ (+)9catechin$ (+)9catechin$ (+)9catechin$
quercetin$
epicatechin$ epicatechin$ epicatechin$ epicatechin$
SF_WS
SF_WI
SB_WS
SB_WI
SF_WS
SF_WS
SF_WI
SB_WS
SB_WI

33.87
32.55
53.50
1.47
3.30
2.28
2.43
2.74
4.44
4.56

0.37
0.06
0.66
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

113.94
99.84
108.52
40.70
19.57
26.25
26.69
19.30
13.17
18.34

1.31
1.83
0.91
0.70
0.38
0.25
0.62
0.41
0.24
0.18

348.01
219.70
188.52
0.45
1.04
0.35
1.64
0.42
1.13
1.32

5.00
0.54
2.43
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

161.71
137.63
111.83
26.80
13.10
17.16
16.88
12.48
7.03
11.49

2.37
2.93
1.07
0.46
0.21
1.31
0.27
0.29
0.05
0.00

4.05
5.75
6.67
0.07
0.09
0.08
0.11
0.09
0.18
0.14

quercetin$
NF_WI

quercetin$
NB_WS

quercetin$
NB_WI

3.48
4.08
8.70
1.44
1.78
1.99
3.96
0.52
0.70
1.62

0.17
0.11
0.17
0.44
0.04
0.04
0.18
0.27
0.33
0.57

0.29
0.72
1.09
0.75
0.68
0.64
0.91
0.79
1.00
1.38

quercetin$
SF_WI

quercetin$
SB_WS

quercetin$
SB_WI

0.65
0.40
1.48
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2.43
2.25
2.05
0.65
0.23
0.36
0.28
0.31
0.33
0.34

3.95
4.27
2.71
0.98
0.79
0.71
0.60
0.93
0.55
0.38
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Table A: Continued (µg/g defatted sample)
Cocoa$Nib
alk$ rst$ 40Hydroxybenzoic$ 40Hydroxybenzoic$ 40Hydroxybenzoic$ 40Hydroxybenzoic$ Protocatechuic$ Protocatechuic$$ Protocatechuic$$ Protocatechuic$ Chlorogenic$ Chlorogenic$$ Chlorogenic$ Chlorogenic$
NF_WS
NF_WI
NB_WS
NB_WI
NF_WS
NF_WI
NB_WS
NB_WI
NF_WS
NF_WI
NB_WS
NB_WI
(min) (°C)
0
0
0
60
60
60
60
120
120
120

110
130
150
110
130
130
150
110
130
150

50.10
49.27
74.50
102.93
161.19
146.83
68.75
107.01
102.65
72.36

2.67
2.08
7.75
1.85
5.03
5.80
4.19
0.13
1.25
3.20

362.58
763.94
931.43
536.68
723.74
741.19
895.82
294.00
876.06
1399.85

34.53
41.43
68.73
51.77
98.80
101.33
52.44
61.69
109.08
101.89

63.56
89.73
100.86
36.21
63.50
65.02
62.14
30.54
43.60
28.41
Cocoa$Shell

10.19
12.10
10.86
4.49
3.50
5.21
9.03
1.57
2.14
3.22

189.95
246.28
359.65
217.59
292.32
281.22
226.29
190.76
206.99
303.06

12.80
13.88
17.69
13.96
13.27
12.73
19.15
11.34
12.31
15.51

20.89
23.00
16.08
19.62
23.16
23.59
14.24
20.01
15.78
9.06

0.17
0.14
0.15
0.11
0.09
0.12
0.13
0.06
0.04
0.05

67.95
69.74
88.61
62.15
96.49
86.83
88.15
66.23
70.92
87.04

1.75
1.69
2.81
1.64
2.71
1.95
2.88
1.89
2.04
1.66

alk$ rst$ 40Hydroxybenzoic$ 40Hydroxybenzoic$ 40Hydroxybenzoic$ 40Hydroxybenzoic$ Protocatechuic$ Protocatechuic$$ Protocatechuic$$ Protocatechuic$ Chlorogenic$ Chlorogenic$$ Chlorogenic$ Chlorogenic$
SF_WS
SF_WI
SB_WS
SB_WI
SF_WS
SF_WI
SB_WS
SB_WI
SF_WS
SF_WI
SB_WS
SB_WI
(min) (°C)
0
0
0
60
60
60
60
120
120
120

110
130
150
110
130
130
150
110
130
150

75.53
58.07
197.77
36.19
103.12
100.42
120.15
21.57
58.13
120.34

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

139.93
341.97
294.90
829.79
380.82
343.82
575.94
431.99
692.17
471.23

61.98
58.39
71.13
46.70
28.38
20.28
70.80
39.26
49.75
21.84

71.25
79.81
81.24
0.83
2.25
1.15
1.57
0.76
3.78
3.43

3.55
1.41
4.30
0.05
0.11
0.09
0.08
10.75
0.17
0.09

345.40
379.24
390.04
221.88
219.98
210.81
210.20
184.35
199.48
194.34

17.63
15.08
16.65
10.83
7.81
7.36
11.77
8.17
5.95
5.46

23.13
20.44
17.53
8.67
12.66
11.36
15.30
11.05
15.38
16.24

0.25
0.04
0.21
0.03
0.07
0.05
0.03
2.38
0.04
0.02

68.92
66.16
75.01
66.11
57.84
62.84
61.12
55.73
53.61
62.18

1.39
1.65
1.46
1.43
1.30
1.09
1.44
1.23
1.09
0.76
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Table A: Continued (µg/g defatted sample)
Cocoa$Nib
alk$ rst$ p /coumaric$ p /coumaric$ p /coumaric$ p /coumaric$ ferulic$
NF_WI
NB_WS
NB_WI
NF_WS
(min) (°C) NF_WS
0
0
0
60
60
60
60
120
120
120

110
130
150
110
130
130
150
110
130
150

2.07
1.33
1.63
2.48
1.90
1.93
1.90
3.42
3.09
0.80

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

44.78
47.60
45.96
54.71
47.22
45.04
55.19
47.41
46.13
42.23

3.48
2.45
4.78
3.82
1.79
1.56
2.03
1.76
2.13
1.56

1.02
1.47
1.37
1.30
2.34
2.13
0.85
1.61
1.07
0.33

alk$ rst$ p /coumaric$ p /coumaric$ p /coumaric$ p /coumaric$ ferulic$
SF_WS
SF_WI
SB_WS
SB_WI
SF_WS
(min) (°C)
0
0
0
60
60
60
60
120
120
120

110
130
150
110
130
130
150
110
130
150

2.05
3.19
2.40
0.20
0.23
0.28
0.24
0.21
0.34
0.30

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

42.88
44.85
46.32
26.58
31.03
27.90
28.38
20.35
17.41
21.55

1.48
1.79
1.49
1.01
1.71
1.42
1.68
0.99
0.86
0.77

0.59
0.57
0.58
0.82
0.87
0.76
0.83
0.71
1.15
1.00

ferulic$
NF_WI

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

ferulic$
NB_WS

ferulic$
NB_WI

9.83
0.00
27.76
0.00
10.24
0.00
43.58
0.00
7.37
0.00
6.99
0.00
15.01
0.00
12.52
0.00
13.95
0.00
26.70
0.00
Cocoa$Shell

10$min$
NF_WS

10$min$
NF_WI

10$min$
NB_WS

10$min$
NB_WI

27.29
25.58
13.71
2.45
3.94
4.10
16.71
8.77
8.44
9.07

0.76
0.72
1.32
0.42
0.67
0.85
1.78
2.56
0.85
1.17

108.03
98.05
108.84
79.18
116.27
111.12
108.90
70.22
94.54
103.34

1.59
1.22
1.44
1.28
1.68
1.52
1.68
1.24
1.16
1.21

ferulic$
SF_WI

ferulic$
SB_WS

ferulic$
SB_WI

10$min$
SF_WS

10$min$
SF_WI

10$min$
SB_WS

10$min$
SB_WI

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

27.50
24.36
21.44
2.32
1.11
1.19
1.47
0.49
0.13
0.36

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

12.70
14.87
14.54
14.86
14.43
12.73
15.62
8.41
11.74
15.95

3.38
0.77
1.92
1.80
1.23
1.97
3.86
1.06
1.03
8.36

100.40
129.39
147.00
179.66
140.65
143.95
136.11
190.00
239.39
218.54

1.89
1.92
1.73
1.95
1.73
1.57
1.47
1.90
1.80
1.22

23.6$min$ 23.6$min$ 23.6$min$ 23.6$min$
NF_WS
NF_WI
NB_WS
NB_WI

0.00
0.03
0.07
0.03
0.06
0.07
0.04
0.00
0.03
0.03

0.01
0.01
0.09
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.02

48.30
48.39
51.29
47.64
53.11
47.92
54.53
40.54
43.21
48.00

1.09
0.92
1.43
1.12
1.35
1.20
1.41
1.12
1.22
1.12

23.6$min$ 23.6$min$ 23.6$min$ 23.6$min$
SF_WS
SF_WI
SB_WS
SB_WI

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.15
0.10

0.01
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

59.56
55.22
57.04
59.79
63.97
78.90
57.41
53.35
45.26
67.53

1.01
1.26
0.95
0.92
1.43
1.29
1.17
0.89
0.96
0.69
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Table B1a: Folin-Ciocalteu Result: Total phenolic content (TPC) in nib with gallic acid
equivalence (GAE)
(abs%0.0601)/0.6711
mg#GAE/g#
defatted#
sample

Defatted#Cocoa#Nib

Free
A0_R110
Bound
Free
A0_R130#
Bound
Free
A0_R150#
Bound
Free
A60_R110#
Bound

A60_R130#
(C1)

A60_R130#
(C2)

Free
Bound
Free
Bound
Free

A60_R150#
Bound
Free
A120_R110
Bound
Free
A120_R130#
Bound
Free
A120_R150#
Bound

WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI

49.680±00.35
21.220±00.09
15.630±00.13
32.120±00.4
48.40±00.22
23.800±00.52
19.630±00.26
43.420±01.09
38.550±00.24
23.100±00.23
16.430±00.04
45.630±00.41
49.970±00.24
12.880±00.06
20.300±00.16
36.510±00.46
41.570±00.26
11.100±00.12
14.420±00.11
41.920±00.53
37.410±00.21
10.790±00.15
14.510±00.15
42.580±00.15
34.180±00.23
12.480±00.03
17.190±00.10
46.510±00.56
39.880±00.36
4.240±00.03
18.130±00.47
40.330±00.94
34.050±00.23
5.900±00.07
16.970±00.15
42.840±00.70
33.220±00.30
7.450±00.04
18.460±00.33
48.470±00.09

Sub#Total#
(WS+WI)

Total#
(Free+Bound)

%wt#in#Total#PP

%wt#in#Sample

59.76%00±01.03%

5.67%0±00.10%

40.24%00±000.70%

3.82%0±00.07%

53.38%0±00.92%

5.77%0±00.10%

63.050±01.12

46.62%0±000.81%

5.04%0±00.09%

61.650±00.34

49.83%0±00.86%

4.93%0±00.09%

50.17%0±00.87%

04.96%0±00.09%

52.52%0±00.91%

5.02%0±00.09%

47.48%0±00.82

4.53%0±00.08%

48.32%0±00.84%

4.21%0±00.07%

51.68%0±00.90%

4.50%0±00.08%

45.78%0±00.790±0

3.85%0±00.07%

57.090±00.22

54.22%0±00.94%

4.56%0±00.08%

46.660±00.23

42.28%0±00.73%

3.74%0±00.06%

63.700±00.57

57.72%0±01.00%

5.10%0±00.09%

44.120±00.36

43.01%0±00.86%

3.53%0±00.07%

56.99%0±01.14%

4.67%0±00.09%

40.05%0±00.69%

3.19%0±00.06%

59.95%0±01.04%

4.78%0±00.08%

37.80%0±00.65%

3.25%0±00.06%

62.20%0±01.08%

5.35%0±00.09%

70.890±00.36
118.650±00.55
47.750±00.42
72.200±00.560
135.250±01.26

123.710±00.53
62.060±00.41
62.850±00.25
119.660±00.55
56.810±00.49
52.670±00.29
109.010±00.62
56.340±00.54
48.20±00.25
105.290±00.33

110.360±00.61

102.580±01.11
58.460±01.05
39.950±00.24
99.760±00.76
59.810±00.72
40.670±00.30
107.600±00.46
66.930±00.34
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Table B1b: Folin-Ciocalteu Result: Total phenolic content (TPC) in shell with gallic acid
equivalence (GAE)
mg#GAE/g#
defatted#
sample

Defatted#Cocoa#Shell

Free
A0_R110
Bound
Free
A0_R130#
Bound
Free
A0_R150#
Bound
Free
A60_R110#
Bound

A60_R130#
(C1)

A60_R130#
(C2)

Free
Bound
Free
Bound
Free

A60_R150#
Bound
Free
A120_R110
Bound
Free
A120_R130#
Bound
Free
A120_R150#
Bound

WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI

15.04&±&0.06
3.81&±&0.02
22.41&±&0.13
38.93&±&0.22
13.75&±&0.06
2.84&±&0.02
23.03&±&0.22
40.19&±&0.45
12.45&±&0.05
4.70&±&0.03
21.02&±&0.08
42.54&±&0.32
1.01&±&0.02
0.01&±&0.00
10.98&±&0.11
23.25&±&0.32
1.05&±&0.02
0.02&±&0.00
8.82&±&0.04
23.95&±&0.20
0.65&±&0.01
0.02&±&0.00
8.48&±&0.04
23.50&±&0.24
1.27&±&0.04
0.00&±&0.00
8.79&±&0.12
25.3&±&0.47
0.88&±&0.02
0.05&±&0.00
7.78&±&0.13
21.24&±&0.48
1.58&±&0.02
0.01&±&0.00
7.46&±&0.08
19.4&±&0.25
1.47&±&0.01
0.01&±&0.01
7.07&±&0.03
21.12&±&0.07

Sub#Total#
(WS+WI)

Total#
(Free+Bound)

%wt#in#Total#PP

%wt#in#Sample

23.51%&±&0.41%

1.51%&±&0.03%

61.34&±&0.26

76.49%&±&1.33%

4.91%&±&0.08%

16.59&±&0.06

20.79%&±&0.36%

1.33%&±&0.02%

79.21%&±&1.37%

5.05%&±&0.09%

21.25%&±&0.37%

1.37%&±&0.02%

78.75%&±&1.36%

5.08%&±&0.09%

2.89%&±&0.05%

0.08%&±&0.00%

97.11%&±&1.68%

2.73%&±&0.05%

3.16%&±&0.05

0.09%&±&0.00%

96.84%&±&1.68

2.62%&±&0.05%

2.05%&±&0.03%

0.05%&±&0.00%

31.98&±&0.24

97.95%&±&1.70%

2.56%&±&0.04%

1.27&±&0.04

3.59%&±&0.06%

0.10%&±&0.00%

96.41%&±&1.67%

2.73%&±&0.05%

3.11%&±&0.05%

0.07%&±&0.00%

96.89%&±&1.94%

2.32%&±&0.05%

5.59%&±&0.10%

0.13%&±&0.00%

94.41%&±&1.64%

2.15%&±&0.04%

4.99%&±&0.09%

0.12%&±&0.00%

95.01%&±&1.65%

2.25%&±&0.04%

18.84&&±&0.06
80.19&±&0.26

79.81&±&0.51
63.22&±&0.51
17.15&±&0.06
80.71&±&0.34
63.56&±&0.33
1.02&±&0.02
35.25&±&0.34
34.23&±&0.34
1.07&±&0.02
33.84&±&0.20
32.77&±&0.20
0.67&±&0.01
32.65&±&0.24

35.36&±&0.48
34.09&±&0.48
0.93&±&0.02
29.95&±&0.50
29.02&±&0.49
1.59&±&0.02
28.45&±&0.27
26.86&±&0.26
1.48&±&0.01
29.67&±&0.07
28.19&±&0.07

Results are shown in Mean +/- SD with three technical replicates.
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Table B2a: Folin-Ciocalteu Result: Total phenolic content (TPC) in nib with (-)-epicatechin
equivalence (ECE)
y"="0.7487x"+"0.0727
mg#ECE/g#
defatted#
sample

Defatted#Cocoa#Nib

Free
A0_R110
Bound
Free
A0_R130#
Bound
Free
A0_R150#
Bound
Free
A60_R110#
Bound

A60_R130#
(C1)

A60_R130#
(C2)

Free
Bound
Free
Bound
Free

A60_R150#
Bound
Free
A120_R110
Bound
Free
A120_R130#
Bound
Free
A120_R150#
Bound

WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI

43.26"±"0.31
18.68"±"0.08
13.67"±"0.12
27.83"±"0.36
42.29"±"0.20
20.94"±"0.46
17.23"±"0.23
37.76"±"0.98
33.42"±"0.22
20.34"±"0.21
14.36"±"0.04
39.68"±"0.37
43.65"±"0.22
10.96"±"0.05
17.26"±"0.14
30.56"±""0.40
36.64"±"0.23
9.77"±"0.11
12.60"±"0.10
36.44"±"0.48
33.00"±"0.18
9.50"±"0.13
12.67"±"0.14
37.00"±"0.14
29.58"±"0.21
10.96"±"0.03
15.08"±"0.09
40.45"±"0.50
34.66"±"0.32
3.72"±"0.03
15.90"±"0.42
35.09"±"0.84
30.03"±"0.20
5.18"±"0.06
14.88"±"0.14
37.23"±"0.63
28.8"±"0.27
6.54"±"0.04
16.22"±"0.30
42.26"±"0.08

Sub#Total#
(WS+WI)

Total#
(Free+Bound)

%wt#in#Total#PP

%wt#in#Sample

59.88%"±"1.04%

4.95%"±"0.09%

40.12%"±"0.69%

3.32%"±"0.06%

53.49%"±"0.93%

5.06%"±"0.09%

46.51%"±"0.81%

4.40%"±"0.08%

49.87%"±"0.86%

4.3%"±"0.07%

50.13%"±"0.87

4.32%"±"0.07%

53.31%"±"0.92%

4.36%"±"0.08%

47.82"±"0.43

46.69%"±"0.81%

3.82%"±"0.07%

46.41"±"0.26

48.62%"±"0.84%

3.71%"±"0.06%

49.04"±"0.49

51.38%"±"0.89

3.92%"±"0.07%

42.50"±"0.23

46.11%"±"0.80%

3.40%"±"0.06%

53.89%"±"0.93%

3.97%"±"0.07%

42.20%"±"0.73%

3.24%"±"0.06%

57.80%"±"1.00%

4.44%"±"0.08%

42.95%"±"0.86%

3.07%"±"0.06%

50.99"±"0.94

57.05%"±"1.14%

4.08%"±"0.08%

35.21"±"0.21

40.32%"±"0.70%

2.82%"±"0.05%

52.11"±"0.64

59.68%"±"1.03%

4.17%"±"0.07%

35.34"±"0.27

37.67%"±"0.65%

2.82%"±"0.05%

62.33%"±"1.08%

4.67%"±"0.08%

61.94"±"0.32
103.44"±"0.49
41.5"±"0.37
63.23"±"0.50
118.22"±"1.13
54.99"±"1.01
53.76"±"0.30
107.8"±"0.48
54.04"±"0.37
54.61"±"0.22
102.43"±"0.48

95.45"±"0.55

92.17"±"0.30
49.67"±"0.19
40.54"±"0.21
96.07"±"0.55
55.53"±"0.51
38.38"±"0.32
89.37"±"0.99

87.32"±"0.68

93.82"±"0.41
58.48"±"0.31
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Table B2b: Folin-Ciocalteu Result: Total phenolic content (TPC) in shell with (-)-epicatechin
equivalence (ECE)
mg#ECE/g#
defatted#
sample

Defatted#Cocoa#Shell

Free
A0_R110
Bound
Free
A0_R130#
Bound
Free
A0_R150#
Bound
Free
A60_R110#
Bound

A60_R130#
(C1)

A60_R130#
(C2)

Free
Bound
Free
Bound
Free

A60_R150#
Bound
Free
A120_R110
Bound
Free
A120_R130#
Bound
Free
A120_R150#
Bound

WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI
WS
WI

13.18%±%0.05
3.33%±%0.02
19.54%±%0.12
34.07%±%0.20
12.1%±%0.05
2.46%±%0.02
20.07%±%0.20
35.15%±%0.41
10.89%±%0.05
4.11%±%0.03
18.21%±%0.08
37.23%±%0.29
0.72%±%0.01
0.00%±%0.00
9.39%±%0.09
19.53%±%0.28
0.79%±%0.01
0.01%±%0.00
7.72%±%0.04
20.92%±%0.18
0.43%±%0.01
0.01%±%0.00
7.44%±%0.03
20.53%±%0.21
0.99%±%0.04
0.00%±%0.00
7.68%±%0.11
22.01%±%0.42
0.65%±%0.02
0.04%±%0.00
6.81%±%0.12
18.48%±%0.43
1.25%±%0.01
0.00%±%0.00
6.55%±%0.07
16.98%±%0.23
1.15%±%0.01
0.01%±%0.01
6.20%±%0.03
18.42%±%0.06

Sub#Total#
(WS+WI)

Total#
(Free+Bound)

%wt#in#Total#PP

%wt#in#Sample

23.55%%±%0.41%

1.32%%±%0.02%

76.45%%±%1.32%

4.29%%±%0.07%

20.87%%±%0.36%

1.16%%±%0.02%

79.13%%±%1.37%

4.41%%±%0.08%

21.29%%±%0.37%

1.20%%±%0.02%

55.44%±%0.30

78.71%%±%1.36%

4.43%%±%0.08%

0.72%±%0.01

2.43%%±%0.04%

0.06%%±%0.00%

97.57%%±%1.69%

2.31%%±%0.04%

2.72%%±%0.05%

0.06%%±%0.00%

97.28%%±%1.68%

2.29%%±%0.40%

1.55%%±%0.03%

0.03%%±%0.00%

98.45%%±%1.71%

2.23%%±%0.04%

3.23%%±%0.06%

0.08%%±%0.00%

96.77%%±%1.68%

2.38%%±%0.04%

2.66%%±%0.05%

0.05%%±%0.00%

25.29%±%0.44

97.34%%±%1.95%

2.02%%±%0.04%

1.25%±%0.01

5.04%%±%0.09%

0.10%%±%0.00%

94.96%%±%1.64%

1.88%%±%0.03%

4.50%%±%0.08%

0.09%%±%0.00%

95.50%%±%1.65%

1.97%%±%0.03%

16.51%±%0.06
70.12%±%0.24
53.61%±%0.23
14.56%±%0.05
69.78%±%0.46
55.22%±%0.45
15.00%±%0.05
70.44%±%0.30

29.64%±%0.30
28.92%±%0.30
0.80%±%0.01
29.44%±%0.18
28.64%±%0.18
0.44%±%0.01
28.41%±%0.21
27.97%±%0.21
0.99%±%0.04
30.68%±%0.43
29.69%±%0.43
0.69%±%0.02
25.98%±%0.44

24.78%±%0.24
23.53%±%0.24
1.16%±%0.01
25.78%±%0.07
24.62%±%0.07
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Table C: Regression Analysis: Effects of Alkalization and Roasting on Cocoa TPC and Individual
HPLC%Regression%.%

Flavonoids
stepwise%alpha%=%and Phenolic Acids
0.15
Extract'
Fraction

Compound

Free
Nib
Bound

4-Hydroxbenzoic'
Acid

Free
Shell
Bound

Free
Nib

Bound

2

p-value'for'
regression'
equation

50.48%

0.085

59.94%

0.041

89.78%

0.002

NF_WI

rst%=%0.036

y%=%58.0%+%1.765%alk%.%0.01221%alk2
y%=%.6.64%.%0.0220%alk%+%0.0874%rst

NB_WS

rst%=%0.001

y%=%.663%.%13.12%alk%+%10.24%rst%+%0.1119%alk*rst

NB_WI

alk%=%0.024

y%=%.1106%+%0.355%alk%+%17.41%rst%.%0.0645%rst

74.27%

0.033

SF_WS

rst%=%0.003

y%=%.219.4%.%0.365%alk%+%2.541%rst

78.06%

0.005

SF_WI

2

4.Hydroxybenzoic%content%=%0%mg/ml%for%all%SF_WI

N/A

SB_WS

all%>%0.05

y%=%313.8%+%2.27%alk

30.39%

0.099

SB_WI

all%>%0.05

y%=%60.29%.%0.224%alk

33.21%

0.081

99.07%

0.000

NF_WS

alk%=%0.000%%%%%%%%
2
rst%=%0.002%%%%%% y%=%.571.6%+%0.486%alk%+%9.23%rst%+%0.001345%alk %.
2

rst2 %=%0.005%%%%%%%% %0.03163%rst %.%0.00822%alk*rst
alk*rst%=%0.005

NF_WI

alk%=%0.000

y%=%3.16%.%0.0728%alk%+%0.0572%rst

88.43%

0.001

NB_WS

rst%=%0.022

y%=%.64%+%2.423%rst

49.99%

0.022

NB_WI

alk%=%0.052%%%%%%%%
y%=%92.3%+%0.0264%alk%.%1.334%rst%.%0.000340%alk2 +%0.00559%
rst%=%0.001%%%%%%
2
rst
rst2 %=%0.010%%

93.64%

0.003

SF_WS

alk%=%0.000%%%%%%%%
y%=%51.04%.%1.711%alk%+%0.2030%rst%+%0.010722%alk2 %.%
rst%=%0.047%%%%%%
0.001525%alk*rst
2
alk %=%0.000

99.82%

0.000

SF_WI

all%>%0.05

70.96%

0.126

97.81%

0.000

96.21%

0.001

84.20%

0.008

95.03%

0.002

69.90%

0.052

53.91%

0.173

SB_WS
Bound

alk%=%0.000%%%%%%%
2

alk %=%0.000

2

y%=%.4.7%+%0.204%alk%+%0.0603%rst%+%0.000916%alk %.%0.00238%
alk*rst
2

y%=%371.56%.%3.704%alk%+%0.01845%alk

2

SB_WI

NF_WS

alk%=%0.000%%%%%%% y%=%120.3%.%0.1374%alk%.%1.600%rst%+%0.000456%alk %+%
2

rst %=%0.025

2

0.00606%rst

alk%=%0.035%%%%%%%%
rst%=%0.009%%%%%% y%=%.153.1%.%0.0420%alk%+%2.900%rst%.%0.01183%rst2
rst2 %=%0.018%

Free

Cholorogenic''''''''''
Acid

R

all%>%0.05

Free

Nib

Regression'Equation'with'terms'of'p-value'<'0.15'and'
lower-order'terms'that'comprise'these'terms

NF_WS

Protocatechuic'
Acid

Shell

p-value'of'
significant'
terms

2%

NF_WI
Bound

alk%=%0.000

NB_WS

rst%=%0.015

NB_WI

all%>%0.05

y%=%0.922%.%0.000343%alk%.%0.01202%rst%.%0.000004%alk
2

+%0.000046%rst

2

y%=%2.3%+%0.272%alk%+%0.562%rst%.%0.00231%alk
y%=%.2.15%+%0.0332%alk%+%0.0335%rst%.%0.000269%alk*rst

alk%=%0.011%%%%%%%%
Free

Shell
Bound

SF_WS

y%=%31.15%.%0.520%alk%.%0.0830%rst%+%0.001471%alk2 %+%
alk2 %=%0.008%%%%%%
0.002245%alk*rst
alk*rst%=%0.038%

89.66%

0.011

SF_WI

all%>%0.05

60.86%

0.110

y%=%.1.20%+%0.0682%alk%+%0.0091%rst%.%0.000483%alk*rst
2

SB_WS

alk%=%0.002

y%=%258.4%.%0.1071%alk%.%3.01%rst%+%0.01184%rst

83.92%

0.009

SB_WI

alk%=%0.009

y%=%1.060%+%0.01081%alk%+%0.00353%rst%.%0.000113%alk*rst

75.28%

0.030
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Cholorogenic,,,,,,,,,,
Acid

Shell

Table C: Continued Bound
Compound

Free
Nib

SB_WI

alk$=$0.009

y$=$1.060$+$0.01081$alk$+$0.00353$rst$3$0.000113$alk*rst

Extract,
Fraction

p2value,of,
significant,
terms

NF_WS

rst$=$0.016$$$$$
alk*rst$=$0.05

y$=$2.07$+$0.0654$alk$3$0.0031$rst$3$0.000455$alk*rst

NB_WS

all$>$0.05

y$=$46.11$+$0.1548$alk$3$0.001350$alk

NB_WI

alk$=$0.045

y$=$42.6$3$0.01462$alk$3$0.606$rst$+$0.00231$rst

Regression,Equation,with,terms,of,p2value,<,0.15,and,
lower2order,terms,that,comprise,these,terms

NF_WI
Bound

p 2Coumaric,Acid
Free

SF_WS

Bound

SB_WS
SB_WI

0.030

R

2

p2value,for,
regression,
equation

78.10%

0.021

36.87%

0.200

60.86%

0.110

96.42%

0.001

N/A

p 3Coumaric$content$=$0$mg/ml$for$all$NF_WI
2
2

alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$ y$=$311.11$3$0.05991$alk$+$0.209$rst$+$0.000342$alk2 3$
2

alk $=$0.001

2

0.000789$rst

SF_WI

Shell

75.28%

N/A

p 3Coumaric$content$=$0$mg/ml$for$all$SF_WI
alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$
2

alk $=$0.019
alk$3$0.009

2

y$=$44.68$3$0.3328$alk$+$0.001043$alk
y$=$1.677$3$0.00595$alk

97.42%

0.000

59.14%

0.009

69.30%

0.143

2

Free

all$>$0.05

y$=$327.6$+$0.0416$alk$+$0.446$rst$3$0.001680$rst $3$
0.000338$alk*rst

all$>$0.15

22

alk$=$0.005

Ferulic$content$=$0$mg/ml$for$all$NB_WI
y$=$0.5993$+$0.003131$alk

NF_WI

Nib
Bound
Ferulic,Acid

NF_WS

Free

Shell
Bound

NB_WS
NB_WI
SF_WS
SF_WI

SB_WS

alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$$
rst$=$0.008$$$$$$$$$ y$=$41.70$3$0.7236$alk$3$0.1328$rst$+$0.003017$alk2 $+$
alk2 $=$0.000$$$$$$ 0.001236$alk*rst
alk*rst$=$0.007

Nib

NF_WI

Bound

(+)2Catechin

Free

alk$=$0.04$$$$$$$$$$$$$y$=$31113$+$31.20$alk$+$11.04$rst$3$0.0510$alk $3
alk*rst$=$0.014 $0.1766$alk*rst
alk2 $=$0.006$$$$$$
2

rst $=$0.003$$$$$$$$
alk*rst$=$0.038

all$>$0.15
22
alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$
2
y$=$39.97$3$0.953$alk$+$0.00544$alk
alk2 $=$0.002

SB_WS
SB_WI

0.005

N/A
N/A

99.80%

22

2

alk$=$0.026
y$=$0.3633$3$0.00908$alk$+$0.000050$alk
alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$$
2
y$=$524$3$1.8308$alk$3$6.34$rst$+$0.008972$alk $+$0.02373$
2
alk $=$0.000$$$$$$ 2
rst
2
rst $=$0.015
alk$=$0.003$$

0.000

N/A
84.67%

0.029

97.83%

0.002

22

N/A

22

N/A

91.14%

0.000

61.12%

0.037

99.48%

0.000

77.56%

0.005

2

2

rst $3$0.000837$alk*rst

all$>$0.15

SF_WI

65.29%

y=$98.2$+$0.1743$alk$3$1.647$rst$3$0.000647$alk $+$0.00705$

NB_WI

Shell
Bound

2

NB_WS

SF_WS

N/A

Ferulic$content$=$0$mg/ml$for$all$SB_WI

rst$=$0.001$$$$$$

Free

22

Ferulic$content$=$0$mg/ml$for$all$SF_WI

SB_WI
NF_WS

N/A

Ferulic$content$=$0$mg/ml$for$all$NF_WI

2

y$=$1.352$3$0.01988$alk$+$0.000091$alk
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(+)2Catechin

Shell

Table C: Continued Bound
SB_WI
Extract,
Fraction

Compound

Free
Nib

alk$=$0.003$$

y$=$1.352$-$0.01988$alk$+$0.000091$alk2

p2value,of,
significant,
terms

Regression,Equation,with,terms,of,p2value,<,0.15,and,
lower2order,terms,that,comprise,these,terms

NF_WS

rst$=$0.016

y$=$3942$-$20.56$rst

NF_WI

alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$$
rst$=$0.011$$$$$$ y$=$277.5$-$0.4170$alk$-$3.729$rst$+$0.01342$rst2 $+$
rst2 $=$0.002$$$$$$$$ 0.002090$alk*rst

77.56%

0.005

R2

p2value,for,
regression,
equation

53.35%

0.016

98.30%

0.000

alk*rst$=$0.017
Bound

NB_WS

all$>$0.15

22

22

N/A

NB_WI

all$>$0.15

22

22

N/A

97.46%

0.000

59.64%

0.042

99.54%

0.000

alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$$

(2)2Epicatechin
Free

SF_WS

y$=$683$-$10.62$alk$-$3.317$rst$+$0.03490$alk2$
alk2 $=$0.001$$$$$$
+$0.0334$alk*rst
alk*rst$=$0.032

SF_WI

alk$=$0.030$

SB_WS

alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$$
rst$=$0.006$$$$$$ y$=$282.4$-$4.221$alk$-$1.118$rst$+$0.015337$alk2 $+$0.01019$
alk2 $=$0.000$$$$$$$ alk*rst

Shell
Bound

y$=$2.654$-$0.0664$alk$+$0.000369$alk2

alk*rst$=$0.007
SB_WI

alk$=$0.005

64.09%

0.005

NF_WS

alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$$
rst$=$0.000$$$$$$ y$=$-23.85$+$0.2346$alk$+$0.2505$rst$-$0.002120$alk*rst
alk*rst$=$0.001

96.21%

0.000

NF_WI

alk$=$0.001$$$$$$$$ y$=$31.9$+$0.0505$alk$-$0.543$rst$+$0.000199$alk2 $+$
rst$=$0.003$$$$$$
2$
0.002569$rst -$0.000859$alk*rst
2
rst $=$0.043$$$$$$$
alk*rst$=$0.018

97.84%

0.002

NB_WS

all$>$0.05

59.02%

0.125

NB_WI

alk$=$0.030$$$$$$$$
y$=$-1.040$+$0.00296$alk$+$0.01297$rst
rst$=$0.005$

76.86%

0.006

SF_WS

alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$$
rst$=$0.029$$$$$$ y$=$-1.62$-$0.0658$alk$+$0.0547$rst$+$0.000756$alk2 $-$
2
alk $=$0.000$$$$$$$ 0.000535$alk*rst

98.95%

0.000

Free
Nib

Bound
Quercetin
Free

y$=$1.900$-$0.01674$alk

2

y$=$7.20$+$0.002029$alk$-$0.1111$rst$+$0.000429$rst

alk*rst$=$0.017
SF_WI

alk$=$0.011

y$=$0.845$-$0.02112$alk$+$0.000117$alk2

70.39%

0.014

SB_WS

alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$$
y$=$3.693$-$0.05721$alk$-$0.01116$rst$+$0.000251$alk2 $+$
rst$=$0.028$$$$$$
0.000085$alk*rst
2
alk $=$0.000$$$

99.39%

0.000

SB_WI

alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$$
rst$=$0.052$$$$$$ y$=$5.994$-$0.07062$alk$-$0.01807$rst$+$0.000378$alk2
2
alk $=$0.001$

95.92%

0.000

Shell

Bound
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Quercetin

Shell

Bound

Table C: Continued

SB_WI

Extract,
Fraction

Compound

NF_WS
Free
NF_WI

Nib
Bound

rst$=$0.000
y$=$3.56$+$0.0259$alk$+$0.2409$rst
alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$$
y$=$18.24$1$0.3610$alk$1$0.0475$rst$+$0.001612$alk2$ +$
2
alk $=$0.000$$$$$$
0.000581$alk*rst
alk*rst=$0.012
alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$
y$=$3.300$1$0.08247$alk$+$0.000459$alk2
alk2 $=$0.001
alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$$
rst$=$0.050$$$$$$$$$$$y$=$23.23$1$0.2676$alk$1$0.0304$rst$+$0.001344$alk2

SB_WS
Bound

Nib
Bound

10,min

Free

Free

23.6,min
Free
Shell
Bound

alk2 $=$0.000

0.000

R

2

p2value,for,
regression,
equation

86.70%

0.001

98.53%

0.000

22

N/A

88.53%

0.001

99.75%

0.000

94.34%

0.000

99.27%

0.000

99.65%

0.000

SB_WI

NF_WS

alk$=$0.027

0.025

all$>$0.05

y$=$22.19$1$0.401$alk$+$0.00241$alk2
y$=$12.95$+$0.0582$alk$+$0.0290$rst$1$0.000409$alk*rst

65.08%

NF_WI

41.76%

0.323

NB_WS

rst$=$0.0159

y$=$38.7$1$0.1301$alk$+$0.530$rst

52.69%

0.073

NB_WI

all$>$0.05

y$=$1.4167$+$0.00586$alk$1$0.000064$alk2

51.80%

0.078

SF_WS

rst$=$0.040

y$=$12.87$1$0.1712$alk$+$0.0132$rst$+$0.001188$alk*rst

67.50%

0.065

rst$=$0.009$$$$$$$$
SF_WI

y$=$97.0$1$0.2249$alk$1$1.440$rst$+$0.00537$rst2 $+$0.001823$
rst2 $=$0.008$$$$$$
alk*rst
alk*rst$=$0.003

93.47%

0.004

SB_WS

alk$=$0.002

72.87%

0.002

SB_WI

rst$=$0.003$$$$$$
y$=$2.397$+$0.01238$alk$1$0.00441$rst$1$0.000109$alk*rst
alk*rst$=$0.056

85.27%

0.007

NF_WS

rst$=$0.051

63.65%

0.090

90.01%

0.010

86.21%

0.005

NF_WI

Nib
Bound

22

95.92%

alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$$
rst$=$0.015$$$$$$$$$$$y$=$24.21$1$0.2580$alk$+$0.0867$rst$+$0.001659$alk2 $1$
alk2 $=$0.000$$$$$$$$$0.000671$alk*rst
alk*rst$=$0.050

Shell
Bound

alk$=$0.003$$$$$$$$
y$=$72.03$1$0.0708$alk$1$0.2481$rst
rst$=$0.001$$$$$$
alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$
2
y$=$15.13$1$0.1993$alk$+$0.0373$rst$+$0.000630$alk
2
alk $=$0.009
all$>$0.15

SF_WI

Free

Regression,Equation,with,terms,of,p2value,<,0.15,and,
lower2order,terms,that,comprise,these,terms

NB_WI
SF_WS

Shell

p2value,of,
significant,
terms

NB_WS

Free

Total,Phenolic,
Content

alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$$
rst$=$0.052$$$$$$ y$=$5.994$1$0.07062$alk$1$0.01807$rst$+$0.000378$alk2
2
alk $=$0.001$

NB_WS

y$=$117.3$+$0.753$alk

y$=$10.0858$+$0.000667$alk$+$0.000917$rst$1$0.000006$alk2

alk$=$0.047$$$$$$$$
y$=$0.449$+$0.001642$alk$1$0.00851$rst$+$0.000040$rst2 $1$
rst$=$0.004$$$$$$
0.000014$alk*rst
alk*rst$=$0.029
alk$=$0.013$$$$$$$$
rst$=$0.01$$$$$$
y$=$30.53$+$0.0942$alk$+$0.1445$rst$1$0.001161$alk2
alk2 =$0.014

NB_WI

all$>$0.05

29.86%

0.102

SF_WS

alk$=$0.000$$$$$$$ y$=$10.026$+$0.000211$alk$+$0.0002$rst$+$0.000018$alk2 $1$
alk2 $=$0.000
0.00001$alk*rst

98.28%

0.000

SF_WI

alk$=$0.053

39.04%

0.053

SB_WS

all$>$0.05

25.59%

0.355

84.25%

0.031

SB_WI

y$=$0.505$+$0.00533$rst

y$=$0.00736$1$0.000077$alk$
2

y$=$57.27$+$0.274$alk$1$0.00241$alk
alk2 $=$0.049$$$$$$$ y$=$19.82$+$0.00485$alk$+$0.1704$rst$1$0.000056$alk2 $1$
rst2 $=$0.020

0.000655$rst2
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